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ABSTRACT 

 

 

The explanatory notes to the master thesis «Organization of the logistic 

mechanism intermediaries in product distribution» comprises of 111 pages, 42 figures, 

20 tables, 121 references. 

 

KEY WORDS: INTERMEDIARIES, MECHANISM OF LOGISTIC 

INTERMEDIARIES, SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT, PRODUCT 

DISTRIBUTION CHAIN, OUTSOURCING, 3PLS AND FREIGHT FORWADERS, 

CARRIERS.  

 

The purpose of the research is to study is to find out the clear differences exist 

between intermediaries, fix what mechanism the intermediaries can be used in Supply 

chain management and identify the factors associate with raise up of product cost. 

The subject of the investigation is an organization of logistic intermediaries’ 

mechanism in product distribution system of «CH Robinson, carrier and DSV». 

The objective of this study is to find out the best organized mechanism of different 

intermediaries to meet the cost reduction as well as cost effectiveness within the 

product distribution chain.  

Methods of research is the combinations of scientific methods such as: the 

classification and comparative method. Additionally, perspective study carried out and 

the data will be collected by interviewing on formulated questionnaires. 

Materials of the thesis are recommended for use during scientific research, in the 

educational process and in the practical work of specialists of logistics departments. 
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NOTATION 

 

 

3PL  -  Third Party Logistics provider. 

4PL  -Fourth Party Logistics provider. 

5PL  - Fifth Party Logistics provider. 

e-intermediary  - Electronic Intermediaries. 

FF  -Freight Forwarder. 

FIATA  - International Federation of Freight Forwarders Association. 

ICT  -Information and Communication Technologies. 

IFF  -International Freight Forwarder. 

IM  - Inventory Management. 

IT   -Information Technology. 

LM  -Logistics Management. 

LSP  -Logistics Service Provider 

LTL  - Less than Truckload. 

SC  - Supply Chain. 

TPL   -Third Party Logistics provider. 

WTO  - World Trade Organization. 

MOA  -Mechanism of action  
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INTRODUCTION 

 

 

Among the different businesses around the world Logistic and supply chain 

management system is the main concerns. Logistic head the other strategic method to 

satisfy customer’s needs. Logistic and supply chain management is applied between 

the counties, between the companies, between the services. Logistic and supply chain 

management strategy is the key in international trade, as mater of the fact a value of 

1,878 billion dollars of world trade has been reported to be from imports and exports 

in 2016 and the amount from the export and import increase by 8.1% in 2021. I addition 

to the increment of import and export net-worth, the sales also has shit from 2654 To 

3139, and all the growth is associate with the growth of intermediaries with the supply 

chain. Despite that, the researchers never ceased talking about the complexity of the of 

supply chain and distribution system within the national and international trade. 

Different strategies, methods, innovation are carried out and applied day today to 

reduce the complexity as well as the cost. However, it still requires more as building 

the strong bond between the producer and last customer is not easy as many thoughts. 

While the technical term of Supply chain is governed by customers satisfaction, 

Logistic is define as overall process of managing how resources are acquired, stored, 

and transported to their final destination. Supply chain system, product distribution 

system, intermediaries with support of IT are different strategies introduced and 

applied to facilitate complexity along the way up to the last consumer.  Not only that 

also the innovative strategies as well increase the operations within the whole chain. 

Make the process smooth by reducing complexity tend to the reduction of the cost and 

it allow the satisfaction of the last consumer on affordable price. The whole process is 

made of different parts or departments, such as  department responsible for 

procurements, Information technology, Transportation storages, manufacturing, 

information flow, and all of them are included in supply chain and  their interact each 

other , although distribution system  as an interconnected group of storage facilities 

and transportation system, it makes the satisfaction of  delivery  and  provides standard 
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of living by adding the values within Supply chain. All departments mentioned should 

work together and collaborate as many as possible so that they can achieve the target 

to satisfy the last customer on affordable and low possible price. The increase of sales 

couldn’t be reached so easily with the high competitions as well as the increase of 

demand. Obviously  different companies in trading busines become difficult for them 

to manage all activities by themselves, that how outsourcing some activities  to the 

third  parties. The usage of the third parties is associated with not less advantages such 

as; documentation handling, transportation, distribution, storage, meeting the 

customers’ need on time, etc. In scientific name the third also are called the 

intermediaries, currently, usage of intermediaries as a helper get highly applied 

everyday. Ever since 1980s the companies tried to use intermediaries within their 

activities, Though nowadays intermediaries are getting much concerns and they are  

taking much responsibilities within the SC by the time. Intermediaries take over 

different roles, starting from the choice of transportation mode, to payment processes 

as well as the storage and handling of goods. Therefore intermediaries have been 

classified in different groups based on the role or function they can bring in  the whole 

supply chain. Third-party logistic activities (3PLs), fourth-party logistics (4PLs) and 

fifth-party logistics (5PLs) and international freight forwarding, in addition of channel 

intermediaries which consist of agents, brokers, wholesalers, distributors and retailers, 

Furthermore, electronic intermediaries (e-intermediaries), all these are form of 

intermediaries exist nowadays, in their form and groups are trying the knot for 

facilitating trade with minimum risk and affordable cost. They can be also classified 

based on their mechanism of action and they become logistic or channel intermediaries. 

Even though the intermediaries present some advantages in Supply chain management, 

also the other face of the coin alerts the responsible to use them with caution.  

Disadvantages such as delays, high price, loss of control within the company and others 

risks have been always present, that make the producer and shippers if using 

intermediaries is the best option or not. During elaboration of this thesis, some terms 

have been defined to make more understanding within the theme: Organization Is 

defined as an organized group of people with a particular purpose, such as a business 
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or government department, Mechanism as a system of parts working together in a 

machine; a piece of machinery according to oxford dictionary, Product distribution 

entails making a product available for purchase by dispersing it through the market. It 

involves transportation, packaging, and delivery and it is the whole process from the 

supplier up to the last consumer. Intermediaries: by the world itself intermediary means 

in between, in the logistic field, the intermediaries An intermediary is a third party that 

offers intermediation services between two parties, in other world acts as a conduit for 

goods or services offered by a supplier to a consumer. Supply chain management 

(SCM) is management of the flow of goods, data, and finances related to a product or 

service, from the procurement of raw materials to the delivery of the product at its final 

destination and International trade International trade is the exchange of goods and 

services between countries. Trading globally gives consumers and countries the 

opportunity to be exposed to goods and services not available in their own countries, 

or more expensive domestically. This research is important not only in amelioration of 

everyday activities, but also academic teaching as well it will be the source of 

knowledge to the readers. The mechanism of intermediaries in supply chain  as well in 

product distribution, is a complex process however this research will try to break into 

simple understandable portions, from supplier till the end  users. In between brokers, 

freight forwarders, carriers, 3PLs,4Ls wok together to reach the destination. 

With different benefits that the companies expect to attain from the use of an 

intermediary, the cost reduction is the essential among them and different literature 

reveals that using intermediaries is among the helpful innovations for decades in one 

way to another; however, it is not always the positive expected outcomes achieved.  

Using intermediaries is associated with risks by which the increase of the cost include 

, the question which can be asked is that how? Can really that cost  be higher than to 

not use intermediaries in our daily activities?  even though the intermediaries provide 

positive out comes as delivery on time, reaching the customers, transportation 

distribution however they do not do the service for free, always there is a cost they 

charge the shipper or producers, they do the service on certain commission, which can 

be the one of the reasons to increase the cost. By increases the concern regarding power, 
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relationship and organization of intermediaries within the distribution chain, I believe 

the right mechanism of logistic intermediaries can be worked in  can be designed. 

Regardless of the other negative factors associated on this. The usage of intermediary 

exist, for instance some know company such as DSV, C.H Robennson, Delta express 

are carrying out the intermediaries functions everyday, either as brokers, as freight 

forwarder or as carrier and they are gaining some profits. intermediaries can work 

together, can work alone or even the company can decide to not use intermediaries, 

however the last consumer should receive the quality product/service of low possible 

price.  

The purpose and objectives of the research. The aim of the work is: to find out the 

possible reasons of using intermediaries in supply chain. how usage of intermediaries 

can be associated with the price increase based on their categorization and 

classification. The different intermediaries are classified based on the capacities to 

provide the services, some can be responsible for  transportation, sometime can offer 

only logistics, sometime can be occupied with documentations only, or it can be for 

efficacy and effective of manual forces other one can be taking on IT  into consideration 

, this study will clarify work about  the possible mechanism intermediaries can be 

arranged in and work in to meet the intended objective of satisfaction of the market at 

the lower possible price.  For what is real, is that the more  the number of intermediaries 

get increased in the system, the more the price of the final product also increase, 

sometime there is an hypothesis said that  the more intermediaries increase the more it 

reaches to the large population. Findings, allowed me to categorize the intermediaries 

of cost reduction and to recognize when  and what circumstances  the intermediate can 

be selected in. not only that this thesis  will light on  the position  that the intermediaries 

can be in, and offer the quality service,  with lower price and with larger market .To 

achieve this goal, it is necessary to conduct study based on questionnaire  formed from 

the previous literatures on both side of intermediary, DSV, CH Robinson as well as the 

carrier and manufacturing company.  

This study is a multiple case study of a qualitative character. Semi-structured 

interviews are conducted in order to collect data. The data is processed via a qualitative 
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content analysis. First, the collected data is quoted, in a second step it is coded, 

categorized and then explained and finally interpreted. In order to establish a 

categorization model, a technique to assess the categorization is developed by the 

authors themselves. In formulating and analysing the research problem, the authors 

used different combinations of scientific methods such as: the classification and 

comparative method, Additionally Perspective study carried out and the data collected 

by interviewing on formulated questionnaires, Data collected and analysed from 

logistic broker, carrier and logistic freight forwarders. During interpretation, some key 

points were prioritized;  

-why the intermediary is getting used in terms of numbers. 

-the most common used intermediary in whole supply chain based on cost and 

service effectiveness.  

And the interpretation conclusion, will be gained form the calculation n, as well 

the comparative responses will be collected in DSV, C.H Robinson and Carrier. 

All the above point will allowed the author to provide a schematic means to use 

intermediaries in and always meet the expected result of possible effective and low 

price. 

 The thesis is organized in three chapters. After the Introduction, the first chapter 

titled, review of logistic intermediaries’ position in product distribution chain. It will 

introduce the concept of intermediaries and their classification in international trade as 

well as in product distribution system and in the second chapter, is the case study of 

organization and mechanism of logistic intermediaries within distribution channel 

related to the product cost effectiveness. will expose the functioning which can lead to 

the increases or reduces of cost. The third chapter will be the project part of by which 

we will guide to the conclusion of how strategic we can use intermediaries in supply 

chain. Within the project the data corrected based on questionnaire. And descriptive 

and inferential analysis for quantitative analysis applied as well as qualitative analysis, 

formulas have been used  to find the mean value, and coding, no only that standard 

deviation will be used to  chose the best fact influence the selection of used 

intermediary. This study will help for further researches and also will help to improve 
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the product distribution channel. The author is strongly recommended to make the 

continue of the study on the sake of the supply chain improvement.  
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CHAPTER 1 

REVIEW AND ANALYSIS OF INTERMEDIARIES IN PRODUCT 

DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM 

 

 

1.1 Overview of intermediaries in product distribution chain 

 

 

The usage of intermediaries is not only for now, it has started ever since 1890S, 

as   different forms of innovation applied in product distribution, logistic intermediaries 

take into consideration. This chapter one will clarify the intermediary position in 

product distribution throughout the whole global trade and also through supply chain 

management. International trade as the act of exchanging goods and services between 

countries has become extremely important in Globe trade. International trade develops 

every day and grows fast, along way it increases the living standard on the globe, 

where; It involves 230 countries around the globe, with 18,612,240 companies 

participate in importation and 13985312 are for exportation [1]. In fact 1,878 billion 

dollars generated from importation and exportation  in 2016 around the globe has been 

reported [2] and the exported intermediates goods have been increased up to 16.3% 

[3].The specification of today’s markets by the professionals the net worthy gradually 

increases and it is already valued at $37.41 billion [4].As  net worth of billions and 

billions increase every year is the way expertise, innovation, and pragmatism are 

discovered and get inserted within the whole process. Nowadays, providing lower retail 

prices, higher service levels with higher qualities, have become the aim of everyone. 

In fact, there are a growing number of industries in which enormous number of 

competitors and is hardly try to obtain market [5],and the process to supply a product 

to the customer become more difficult and complex. Due to the complexity the 

competitions made the industry's objectives shift to the globalizations, Innovation, 

expertise, as well as core competencies fucus [6]. Logistic and Supply chain 

management system is ones of the innovative, expertise, competitive and helpful 

https://financesonline.com/supply-chain-statistics/
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systems introduced in the field to facilitate, to improve as well reduce the cost. In fact, 

it has reported that 15% of supply cost can be reduced on business by which maximizes 

the supply chain management [7]. By definition Supply chain management system is 

the sequence or system of organizations or operations that work together to design, 

produce, and deliver a product or service to a market, extending from the extraction of 

raw materials to the distribution of finished products or services [8].it covers: Logistic, 

planning and quantification, sourcing, production and inventory management as it is 

shown on the Figure 1.1. 

 

 

Figure 1.1 - Supply chain components 

 

Despite all challenges, shifting to Product distribution channel management focus 

might be the source expected result. Distribution channel is the process products pass 
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through to reach the last consumer [9]the distribution channel is an essential part of the 

supply chain with emphasis on transportation of goods, not only that, the distribution 

channel deals with all good flows from the producer to the last consumer by 

considering time and quality [10]. Figure 1.2, gives the stand of distribution channels 

in whole SCS. 

 

 

Figure 1.2 - The position of product distribution within the whole supply chain 

 

It has found that the effective management of distribution channels such us 

Analyse the Consumer, Establish the Channel Objectives, Specify Distribution Tasks 

,help the firms to grow their market and sales, as well build strong relations with the 

clients  [11]in addition, the distribution channel can be designed in a way that low cost, 

fast and quality service should be in all [12].however the literature reveals that the more 

intermediaries you involve, the higher the product price will be. Distribution channel 

is distinguished in different types and different levels [2]Although the distribution of a 

certain products can take more than one intermediary due to geographic condition. 

weight and height of the cargo, physical-economic and political facts. the distribution 

channel should be managed with caution [13]. Despite that the channel can be classified 

into, Direct distribution channels, Indirect distribution channels, selective or Dual 

Distribution and Reverse distribution channel [14],on the other hand can be categorized 

in two types, direct and indirect, with different levels as shown in Figure No3. Within 

indirect channel is the right place where different intermediaries get involved. Agents, 

brokers, retailers ,  and others such as 3PLs or 4PLs [2]. 
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Figure 1.3 - Type of distribution channel 

 

 

1.2 Types of Intermediaries in distribution channel 

 

 

Within different definitions proposed by literature, the author finds intermediaries 

are links between the producer and last consumer, intermediaries link both side by 

providing transportation, storage, IT services, logistics and handling of good. 

Researches reveal that any form of intermediary involvement in SC is indirect 

distribution channel itself [9]and it is explained by the Figures no1-3 too. While every 

day , the SC  found to be complicated, it is stated that Supply chain complexity is due 

to  rising customer expectations such as faster  delivery times, expanded products and 

services, competitors, as well as innovation. Matching these facts it requires  strong 

cooperation with the 3rd parties and it gives the responsibilities the 3rd parties. Not only 

https://blog.mpo.com/why-multi-enterprise-business-networks-add-value-and-how-to-choose-wisely
https://blog.mpo.com/why-multi-enterprise-business-networks-add-value-and-how-to-choose-wisely
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that it improves inventory with suppliers, and serious management of all process. This 

gives intermediaries now the power to contribute in SC and they contribute in any step 

of SC. The contribution can be either negotiation, product selling, outsourcing, product 

distribution, etc [15] [16] and Figure No1-4, explains more. Moreover the 

intermediaries have expertise, knowledge and skills.  

 

 

Figure 1.4 - Contribution of intermediaries in SCs 

 

Within distribution ,different roles  and functions of  intermediaries allow them to 

be classified into groups, they can be in  logistics intermediaries or channel 

intermediaries or e-intermediaries [2].Channel intermediaries consist of: agents, 

brokers, wholesalers, distributors and retailers [17]and according to [18] this 

distribution channel is defined as the groups and individuals who make all  in their 

possibilities for consumers to have access to the products.  Whereas logistics 

intermediaries commonly focus on international freight forwarding in other word they 

contribute in activities associated with logistic, they are third-party logistic activities 

(3PLs), fourth-party logistics (4PLs) and fifth-party logistics (5PLs) [19], in addition 

that it is a category which is specialized in providing transportation and storage in 

exchange for certain fees of course. Table 1.1, will give us the differences and 

similarities to both groups of intermediaries.    
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Table 1.1 - Common types of intermediaries in SCs 

Conditions/similarities Logistic intermediaries Channel intermediaries 

Support each other to 

SC and cost 

effectiveness 

 Group of third-party logistic 

activities (3PLs), fourth-

party logistics (4PLs) and 

fifth-party logistics (5PLs 

 consist of: agents, brokers, 

wholesalers, distributors and 

retailers 

All of them, get paid, 

act on certain fees. 

specialized in providing 

transportation and storage in 

exchange for certain fees. 

 groups and individuals who 

make all in their 

possibilities for consumers 

to have access to the 

products.  On certain fees 

course 

All of them are lied on 

IT/internet. And 

regards their 

responsibilities 

 product distribution, storage 

and assortment, 

outsourcing, payment 

management flow, risk 

sharing 

Negotiations, product 

selling’s, brand promotion, 

marketing information 

 

Furthermore, electronic intermediaries (e-intermediaries) gain more importance 

in the whole process, companies use e-intermediaries and therefore getting access to 

new information and communication technologies’-intermediaries can help to increase 

the efficiency, for instance provision to buyers as well as sellers with a platform or 

network for doing business [20]-intermediary is part also of logistic intermediaries and 

their asset is only the internet and technology, anything is worked out on the internet 

[2].e-intermediaries can resell, can  link the freight forwarders and carries, can link 

shipper and freight forwarders however their  main and all functions are based on 

internet. During the research, the author finds out the main importance of 

intermediaries in SC generally as well as in distribution of the product, despite the 

number in process which can cause the issues in SC however if businesses decide to 

work with intermediaries, they should provide the good result for the business, the 
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owner of the business will be expecting  reduction of business activities and focus more 

on core competencies, he will be expecting  communication and handling operations 

[21].In ether way the intermediaries should provide the quality services and maintain 

the friendship with their clients  since they  have both  expertise and  specialized 

knowledge about specific roles in SC. Intermediaries create values and benefits within 

the SC. According to Michelson intermediaries decrease barriers between an 

organization and make the expansion of the products. Intermediaries provide basic 

operational tasks, for example, order processing, handling or transportation planning. 

Intermediaries share the risk with their clients within SC. Mostly the intermediary 

accepts to share the risk with their clients, because of the task and skills specialization 

benefit and they need to prove their ability to face the work. Intermediaries can also 

provide transactional benefits such as controlling and holding the inventory capacity 

on the other hand, informational benefits can be identified [22]. 

 

1.2.1 Logistics Intermediaries 

Logistic intermediaries is the group responsible for transport, storage, packaging 

and distribution of the goods from the manufacturer up to the last consumer [23]. All 

logistic intermediaries and their responsibilities are summarised in Figure 1.5. 

 

 

Figure 1.5 - Logistic intermediaries and their roles and responsibilities 
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a) Carrier 

A carrier is a type of intermediary in the first place, they are characterised by their 

own assets. Carriers use their own vessels, aircrafts and trucks whether they are full or 

half loaded, [24],they offer modes of transportation, which can be air, ocean or land 

transport. For instant company Delta express Inc based in America, it offers thousand 

and thousand land transport by a year, during their transport on land they use different 

trucks tautliner, Frigo trucks , trailer bus, small trucks such as van , curtain, box trucks 

.not only that DHL, FedEx, UPS and Ukrpotscha  and millions of others work around 

the world.  The carrier offers FTL (Full truck load) and LTL (less-than-truckload) 

solutions based on price [25]. Among the multi modes of transport that exist 

worldwide, it has shown that land transport is the most used mode [23]. Where On the 

ground, only DHL can use almost 17,000 vehicles service to a total of 120,000 

destinations in all continents.to deliver over 1.5 billion parcels per year [26]. 

Furthermore, carriers can be classified in the following types: common carriers, private 

carriers and other types of carriers with special rights and duties:  forwarding agents 

[27] . Choosing a carrier to work with it requires much attention and examine carefully 

facts, every mode of transport has advantages and disadvantages, in fact also it varies 

with the price [23]. The following Tables 1-2 will show the comparative data of all 

possible carries based on the mode transportation. 

Different articles have been published regards of how to choose the right carrier 

to work with, however some criteria have been common:  Expertise, experience, 

financial status, insurance, company status, shares, informatic system and technology, 

short and long term goals of the company [24]. 

b) Freight forwarder (FF). 

Researchers states that FFs are the most active and most common form of logistics 

intermediaries, [28], international freight forwarders are the company coordinate 

transportation details between international sellers and buyers so that goods get to 

where they need to go, [29]. 
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Table 1.2 - Comparative study of transport mode 

Mode of 

transport/Carriers 

Usage advantages disadvantages 

Rood/Trucks -It is ideal to the 

mixed cargo 

-flexible 

-cheap 

-door to door 

- national and 

international 

-Limited once the 

roads are 

damaged. 

-is limited to one 

continent. 

-takes longer 

Rail is for national, 

international and 

intercontinental 

transport 

-It is environment 

friendly 

-Ideal for heavy goods 

-fair price 

-Rail system 

require much 

investment 

-appointments. 

Air/ planes -fast transport 

-national, 

international and 

intercontinental 

-Fast and safe -Expensive 

-appointments 

-limited to the size 

and weight 

-is limited 

because it relies 

on the weather. 

sea/ships or boat -bulk shipment 

-intercontinental 

-bulk shipment 

-affordable price than 

air 

-environment 

protective 

-long lead time 

-inflexible 

schedule and 

routes 

 

It linking international trade as mostly  the activities done by IFF are cross borders  

and it links the shipper and the transporter. The International Federation of Freight 

Forwarders Associations (FIATA) states several different functions related to FFs 

which are taking care of goods, storage, packing, handling as well as distribution of 

goods. not only that they handle also all process  starting from the selection of the mode 

of transportation, the route, requirements and documentation, as well as payment 

activities [30]. When acting as a transportation intermediary, the forwarder purchases 

cargo space on specific routes for a fixed price, which is resold to shippers. The greater 

capacity to provide services that a forwarder has over a custom broker is apparent. In 

essence, freight forwarders can remove the complexities of international shipping 
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requirements from their customer while adding value by arranging the most cost-

efficient route for transportation as the Figure 6 shows. Freight forwarders can save 

time and money for their customers by consolidating shipments together. it has found 

that Negotiating and arranging the best method of transport for product to get to the 

target market Coordinating the movement of goods to their destination, Preparing the 

necessary paperwork, Providing advice on packing and labelling and marking of good 

to be Freight Forwarder Duties and responsibilities [31]. With all responsibilities, 

Tones and tones of forwarders exist around the words [32] however the rank given 

by  Armstrong & Associates (A&A) of Top 25 freight forwarders in 2019. DSV after 

the purchase of Panalpina, making the new entity the world’s 3rd largest forwarder by 

revenue. By now DSV is a rival to  Kuehne+ Nagel and DHL Global Forwarding in 

the current marketplace [33]. this ranked list also has classified other like C.H. 

Robinson and Geodis  as it is shown of Table 1.6. 

 

 

Figure 1.6 - Freight Forwarders 

 

c) Third party logistics (3PL)  

3PLs is a part of Freight forwarders, It links buyers and sellers. it is the most often 

involved logistic type ice FF, it provides logistics services for manufacturers, retailers 

and as well the customers, and it provides service under contracts with the partners 

https://www.3plogistics.com/
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[34]. The only role and function of this type is to facilitate the flow of goods through 

transportation, packaging, warehousing activities as well as cross docking actions such 

as Inventory management. The 3PL also are involve Customs brokerage, Freight audit, 

Payment, Shipment tracking [35].It has seen that within SC process the price increase 

due to the number and types of intermediaries you involve in. However 3PLs can 

provide cost-effectiveness by reducing their clients inventory  costs for instant.  

 

Figure 1.7 - Classification of top 15 freight forwarders by A&A, 2019 

 

This confirmed with study of Hanna broker said that the processes up to the final 

point is not expensive the final product will be out with the affordable price [2]that is 

why 3PLs providers try hard to minimize the expenses, and regulate the process 

depending on the task they are assigned to. Using 3PLs will Lower capital investment, 

Changes fixed costs to variable costs, [34], it has been shown that Amazon can already 

ship to 72% of US population in one day. More than 40% of the USA population in 

less than four hours with facilities in key hubs in every state, which explain how using 

3PL will Reduced time-to-customer and shipping costs [34] [35],not only that it will 
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reduce cost per order too. In Fact Same duties as freight forwarder, but provides 

additional logistics services as well, Additional services include, but are not limited to, 

storage, cross‐  docking, and distribution and Track shipments on behalf of customer  

as big responsibilities to 3PLs, ass addition 3PLs often have established relationships 

with other supply chain intermediaries, and even other 3PLs, who they may hire to 

handle their customer’s freight [31]. the comparative study have been conducted 

between differences and similarities between 3PLs and Freight forwarders. And all of 

them have presented on the table No4. 

d) Fourth party logistics provider (4PL). 

The fact that there is high demand, innovation, in addition of  technology without 

forgetting the complexity of the whole system, the 3PL has been improved and 

transformed into 4PLs [36].The comparative study has been conducted and found the 

similarities and the differences between 3 PLs and 4PLs.3PLs are  more strategic,3PL 

combines operation and management activities of the SC however 4PLs need to 

manage the whole SC process [37] In order 4PL to be successful, effective and strong 

partnerships with their customers is the key. the 4PLs are concerned as strategic 

partners in SC [2].this explains why 4PLs do not own any physical assets. The 4PLs 

focus more on the technological as well as knowledge-based asset management of other 

intermediaries involved in the supply chain. The 4PLs role can be identified as a 

controlling SC as well as network management services. [36]. 

According to the Council of Supply Chain Management Professionals (CSCMP), 

a 4PL is defined as “often a separate entity established as a joint venture or long-term 

contract between a primary client and one or more partners.” By concise, a 4PL is 

responsible for a supply chain’s planning, management, and designing, from start to 

end, rather than standard delivery, distribution, and transportation functions [1].They  

are a single interface between multiple logistics service providers and one client and 

4PLs usually combine operation and management activities of the SC [2].In fact clients 

demand activities such as, consultancy, change management, network design and 

analysis, return logistic, satisfaction and affordability of the price are from 4PLs .4PLs 

provide and deliver extensive SC solutions by gathering and managing resources, 
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technology and capabilities [34] According, Prudky the 4PLss should stay neutral 

while managing the SC, that makes them to be strategic partners rather than SC 

interactors and Strategic partners share resources to help each other develop their 

employees [38]. Some importance such as Trusted Advocacy, Customer Connectivity, 

Improved Core Competencies, have been declare from usage of 4PLs [39](Root, n.d.) 

for that It is real important to take the business t text level by using PLS service [40]  

e) Fifth party logistics provider (5PL). 

5PLs service is  a new level of logistics service provider, with a strong technology 

focus, that provides data and services beyond what you get from a 3PL or a 4PL.  5PLs 

focus on providing customers with new collaborative SC services as well with 

optimization, focus is mainly on technology as it is precise [31]  and Those activities 

are mostly done by the usage of new logistics technologies, including improved IT 

systems or e-commerce [41]. According to the linked in website, 5PL puts their focus 

on large, international companies with a high complex SC and they only provide the 

information and resources for the management models [42].  

 

Table 1. 3 - Comparative study of 3PL,4PL and 5PLs 

Criteria 3PLS 4PLS 5PLS 

Feature -It links buyers and 

sellers. 

-are  more strategic 

manner it combines 

operation and 

management activities 

-one of two points of 

contact in the supply 

chain. 

-Often owns the 

warehouse or 

transportation assets 

- focus on 

optimization of SC 

and more on the 

technological as well 

as knowledge-based 

asset management of 

other intermediaries 

involved in the supply 

chain. 

- often have no means 

of transport and 

warehouses (non-

asset-based logistics). 

-The single point of 

contact for the full 

supply chain. 

- new logistics 

technologies, 

including improved 

IT systems or e-

commerce 

Other technologies 

that 5PLs may look 

to have include 

robotics, blockchain, 

artificial intelligence 

(AI) and Bluetooth 

beacons. 

-focusing instead on 

wider supply 

networks. 
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For that 5PLs do not involved in operations, they get involved only in providing 

the information and resources for the management models. When looking for a 

logistics provider, there’s a good chance you’ll come across the terms 3PL, 4PL and 

5PL. Short for third-party logistics, fourth-party logistics and fifth-party logistics 

respectively. 

f) e- intermediaries. 

As it is define by the research gate, E-intermediaries are online organizations 

which facilitate buyers and sellers to trade on the Internet [43].  The everyday 

development of activities and IT in general and the use of the internet have established 

new ways of doing business as well as new business forms, e.g. electronic marketplaces 

(EMPs).  EMPs or e-intermediaries facilitate the contact and exchange between the 

buyer and the seller. These online processes can be named information technology 

(IT)-centric businesses [2].Companies using e-intermediaries and therefore getting 

access to new information and communication technologies, can help to increase the 

efficiency of the entire value chain [44]. 

 

 

1.2.3 Channel intermediaries 

Generally, channel intermediaries are the external group ensuring that the product 

is available at the right quantities, right quality,  at right  time and for the right consumer 

[34].This category is made by  suppliers, Manufacturers, 

Wholesalers, Retailer and Broker/agent as it shown in Diagram No 3. In fact there 

are included by Cross‐ Docking activities as well as  warehousing, but in effect serves 

a much different purpose. [28] The central function of cross‐ docking is to decrease 

inventory by streamlining the flow of goods between supplier and customer. Unlike a 

warehouse where goods are stored for at least 24 hours, the general rule in cross‐

docking is that goods are stored for less than one day.   The main reason for using 

cross‐ docking is to decrease the cost of holding inventory and the overall cost of 

transportation, usually by consolidation. This function is valuable in many situations. 

The channel intermediaries serve as a channel of communication between the 
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consumer and producer and this type creates value within the whole SC, By working 

in a cost-efficient way, Channel intermediaries provide advanced skills and capabilities 

are required for the processes [21]We cannot talk logistic intermediaries without say a 

quick note on channel intermediaries,  The channel intermediaries also can support the 

logistic intermediaries  to focus n cost effective of the whole process. 

a) Supplier 

Suppliers are the ones to provide the raw materials to the manufacturers. Suppliers 

are often selected according to the database information, which includes the 

commodity grouping, maturity, geographical location as well as technology [45]. The 

selection of the supplier to work with , it requires much attention and a lot to take care 

of,  the supplier should have the quality raw materials by which the manufacturer is 

interested in, the products should be in good condition and with quality part from that 

studies show that  the supplier geographic location goes with price  and time [46].In 

other word if the supplier is far or located in place where  there are no transportation 

means, the raw material will be delayed or difficult to reach the place, which can 

increase the cost. The suppliers should be competent and identical that is why 

Supplier’s development activities can be categorized into 5 areas which are strategic 

efforts, knowledge and information sharing, investment, working together with 

suppliers and involvement of buyer and supplier [24]. However, the study shows that 

the performance outcomes can be divided into three suppliers' categories of 

improvement, the first would be supplier performance improvement,  and the second 

buyer’s competitive advantage improvement and the last presented as  buyer-supplier 

relationship improvement [47] 

b) Manufacturer 

Manufacturers provide industrial transformation from the raw material to the 

finished or semi-finished goods. After production, the manufacturer transports and 

distributes the products to a retailer or directly to a consumer [48].The manufacturers 

in SC are aimed to deliver the highest possible value service and products   to the end 

customers. The study has shown that manufacturers approach multiple retailers in order 

to cover a wide geographic area [49].In addition  the manufacturer can use more than 
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one way to sell their products: They can sell via in-store shopping or online. One the 

one hand, in-store shopping can help the consumers to see the product before they 

purchase the goods and customers can also get better information. On the other hand, 

online offers provide benefits including product varieties, customization or availability 

[2]. 

c) Distributors 

Distributors are often under contract with different manufacturer in order to buy 

and transfer the goods from the factories to the end customer markets . They distribute 

new products, however and also they can also be responsible for the collection and 

processing of the returns [2].In additional they should win the Distributor and 

manufacturer relations to make this work done, according to HRA Global website, the 

distributor should be Passionate,  Focused, Considered, Honest, Open, Persistent and 

have Good Value [50]and despite that   the supplier- and manufacturing relationship 

should be Be Responsive to Their Needs ,should be  Offer Quality Products, should be 

Showing a Willingness to Collaborate and most importantly should be able  to Pay 

Attention to Details. companies need to be aware of the dependency between each 

other, especially when certain competencies cannot be replaced easily by other firms. 

If firms are satisfied with their distributors, this will lead to greater loyalty, which 

results in higher probability to work closer with this intermediary.  Moreover, working 

together closely can lead to the establishment of mutual goals, which can lead to trust 

[51]. Distributors function similarly to wholesalers in that they take ownership of the 

product, store it, and sell it off at a profit to retailers or other intermediaries. However, 

the key difference is that distributors ally themselves to complementary products. For 

example, distributors of Coca Cola will not distribute Pepsi products, and vice versa. 

In this way, they can maintain a closer relationship with their suppliers than 

wholesalers do [52] .they actor as sales representative for the producers. Distributor is 

actively independent third-party company that purchase products from manufacturer 

and resells them, not only that they are actively looks out the orders from various 

sources in the market, executes them and manage the returns. They are actively 

involved in product promotion however they charge the service fees. In other word, 
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they act as sales personnel for the company and thus demand pay in proportion to their 

efforts for promoting the company products [53]. Distributors work for the producers 

by being actively involved in the currently promotion and selling in the overall market. 

Producers are primary clients of the distributors and the distributors work as if they are 

salaried employees of the producer [54]. 

d) Wholesalers. 

As mentioned by Gadde, all actors in the distribution channel are responsible to 

deliver the goods from the origin to the final customers. The wholesalers can overcome 

the barriers and reach large markets Those intermediaries have higher qualified 

capabilities to access markets, for instance, marketing services agencies; physical 

distribution companies; and financial institutions, etc [21] [55] and Bernard also agrees 

that, through intermediaries, especially wholesalers, more products can be shipped to 

more destinations [30].In addition, wholesalers also provide help for less efficient firms 

to supply foreign markets. As intermediaries have better access to networks and 

technologies, they can reduce the fix costs for the companies for a higher marginal cost 

[8]. Unlike agents, wholesalers take title to the goods and services that they are 

intermediaries for. They are independently owned, and they own the products that they 

sell. Wholesalers do not work with small numbers of product: they buy in bulk, and 

store the products in their own warehouses and storage places until it is time to resell 

them. Wholesalers rarely sell to the final user; rather, they sell the products to other 

intermediaries such as retailers, for a higher price than they paid. Thus, they do not 

operate on a commission system, as agents do. [52].A wholesaler only fulfils orders 

from retailers and assumes no role other than satisfying retailers demand [53], it 

involves in promotion of product company and it own revenue is from discount charged 

on products. They purchase product on bulk at lower price from the producers and sell 

them to the retailers in small units that attract relatively high prices. The wholesalers 

view retailers as their key customers and they are mainly concentrating on big retail 

houses. The wholesalers simply reply on orders from retailers and work with small 

produces since they are many in the market [11]. 

e) Retailers. 
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Retailers are important in supply chain; they hold the whole distribution chain 

without them the whole chain is missing out as they are the one to get the customer to 

buy the product. Retailers come in a variety of shapes and sizes: from the corner 

grocery store, to large chains like Wal-Mart and Target. Whatever their size, retailers 

purchase products from market intermediaries and sell them directly to the end user for 

a profit. [52]. The retailers should have the good relationship with both customers and 

distributors as well as wholesalers. Sometime the wholesalers offer the retailers the 

discount to hold the relationship. Retailers use various communication methods such 

as advertising, public relations, personal selling, marketing and visual merchandising 

to attract customers and generate buying  and  they do what they can to hold the client 

for repeat purchase [52]. In order to stay competitive in the worldwide business 

environment, qualitative products are essential to compete against others. An important 

activity of retails is the quality insurance from the manufacturers prior to selling them 

to the consumers. Quality is mostly done by measuring the defective rate, which can 

be defined as the percentage of defect parts of all products. [56].Apart from quality 

assurance, retailers also help companies to negotiate optimal retail prices as well as 

order quantities. On the one hand, better retail prices can be negotiated due to the 

consolidation function of the retailer [2]. 

As retailers purchase their goods in bundles, better marginal costs can be achieved 

[57].On the other hand, the order quantity is calculated based on the market demand as 

well as the contract provided by the distributor. Parallel, the distributor provides 

quantity according to the demand of the retailers and contracts with the manufacturer. 

However, Loch und Wu (2008). argue that the relationships and perceptions of fairness 

between SC actors play a crucial role in the ordering decisions of the retailers. This 

fairness perception can be influenced by inequitable distribution of profits between the 

suppliers and the retailers. Apart from that, fairness concerns can have a major impact 

on SC efficiency and effectiveness [58]. 

f) Broker/agent 

Due to the high number of suppliers and buyers and all the information included, 

often companies struggle to find appropriate partners to complete their transactions 
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quickly, this is the time where firms can take brokers or agents into consideration. A 

role of brokers/agents is to match supply and demand for both suppliers and buyers. 

Leading functions of brokers/agents can be identified as the accumulation of prices and 

information from both suppliers and buyers as well as obtain information about 

capacity and demand of the mentioned actors. Firms also benefit, as brokers/agents 

gather relevant parameter values, and select suppliers according to their coefficient in 

terms of price, satisfaction and weight of performance. Brokers/agents focus on the 

relative importance of the objective functions of their suppliers in order to find the 

perfect match for their companies [59].The  brokers simply arrange import and export 

documentations relating to Customs clearance, freight forwarders additionally arrange 

services for transportation and delivery of goods. It has found that Obtaining the release 

of imports, Payment of applicable duty fees, Obtaining, preparing the necessary 

documents and information, maintaining records   and Responding to any concerns 

after payment to be responsibilities of Custom Broker [31]. 

According to the different researches the ranking of logistics services, given by 

freight brokerage, freight forwarding, warehousing and dedicated contract carriage is 

based on annual net revenue.  For that C.H. Robinson Worldwide has been ranked on 

first freight brokerage company with $1,797.4 million of net revenue, $11,283.7 

million of revenue gained from air/expedited, rail intermodal, LTL, dry van truckload, 

refrigerated, flatbed/heavy haul, bulk/tank types of freight [33]. 

Intermediaries in in SC is not ended by channel or logistic intermediaries, Further 

researches went on distinction them. For that we get different categorization in product 

distribution. 
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Table 1.4 - Similarities and differences of 3PLs, Broker and FF 

3PLs: 

-Are companies that provide logistics outsourcing support.  

-3PL will take on picking, packing, inventory management, order 

management and processing, reporting, shipping and distribution, as well as 

return logistics. 

-3PL also provide domestic transport, international transport, warehousing, 

customer brokerage, and freight forwarding. 

- Often 3pls will work directly with carrier to ship good.  

- storage, direct-to-consumer fulfilment, retail fulfilment, kitting & assembly, 

freight management and returns, are type of service offered by 3PLs. 

- PLs can use freight forwarders in case the order is more complex however is 

rarely to find an inverse case. 

Freight Forwarders: 

-Ocean freight, Land freight, Air freight, Export and import documentation 

are services provided by Freight forwarders. 

-Managing the transportation of goods domestically and internationally 

requires knowing many various shipping regulations, tariffs, and other factors 

that change often. 

-They use their relationships and buying power  with carriers such including 

air freighters, trucking companies, rail freighters, and ocean liners and 

negotiate the best possible price to move their client’s products 

-Sometime a freight forwarder will  provide short term warehousing and they 

work like broker between the shipper and intermediaries well as the 

Brokers:  

-Freight broker never impound of items being shipped. 

-For their efforts, freight brokers gain commissions. 

-Freight brokers are simply stated, connect the shippers and the carriers as 

an intermediary. 

-For Brokers to work, they need to be registered for instant FMCSA in 

America and possess the insurance in case of losses. 

 

  

https://dclcorp.com/blog/fulfillment/order-fulfillment-picking/
https://dclcorp.com/blog/Inventory/6-benefits-outsourcing-inventory-management/
https://dclcorp.com/blog/shipping/beginners-guide-to-shipping/
https://dclcorp.com/blog/fulfillment/transportation-management/
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1.2.4 Further Categorization of Intermediaries according to the market  

The intermediaries in global trade can be categorized based on the functions, size, 

abilities and possibilities.   In literature, several authors have examined intermediaries 

with regards to varying characteristics. Hertz and Alfredsson for instance [60] have 

classified intermediaries with regards to customer adaptation and problem-solving 

ability as explained in figure 1 .According to the website [61],which has shown that 

the client adaptability allows  the control of  the situation and  define adaptability as a 

way to satisfy the need of the customers. Here, both factors, ability of customer 

adaptation and general ability of problem solving, are measured between low and high. 

Intermediaries with a low customer adaptation ability and a low problem-solving 

ability can be identified as standard transport firms. However Traditional brokers and 

warehousing firms fit into the category where customer adaptability is high and 

problem-solving ability is low.in other word mainly focus on customer satisfaction 

comfort. they Integrators, like DHL or Fedex have a low ability of customer adaptation 

and a high problem-solving ability that makes it standard. Intermediaries that score 

high in both factors are third party logistics providers (TPLs or 3PLs) [2]. Third-party 

logistics in logistics and supply chain management is an organization which outsource 

elements of distribution such as warehousing, transportation and fulfilment services as 

it is shown with researchers  [62]. Not only that, the third-party logistics is further 

divided, based on functions and their high ability. This 3PL provider focuses on 

advanced value-adding services for different customers while creating economies 

balance. 

It has found that Standard 3PL providers have a relatively high ability of adapting 

to customers and also a relatively high ability to solve problems according to Hertz, & 

Alfredsson. the divisions start by standardized services such as pick up, packaging, 

warehousing and distribution. The service developer as second division has a high 

problem-solving ability and a relatively high customer adaptation. This type tries to 

balance both sides  based on Hertz and Alfredsson; the customer adapter does have a 

high customer adaptation ability and a relatively high problem-solving ability. 
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Figure 1.7 - Intermediaries with regards to the customer adaptation and problem-

solving ability 

 

The customer adapter focuses completely on a few customers and takes over their 

logistics activities. The customer developer has high abilities for customer adaptation 

and problem solving. The TPLs  can be replaced by 4PLs once Provider and customer 

are integrated to a high degree and the provider often takes over the total logistics 

operation of a customer [2].  It is not only Herts. and Alfredsson who tried to categorize 

the intermediaries. There is also Stefansson who classified intermediaries with regards 

to the scope of services that various logistics firms offer and their degree of 

customization. The Figure 1.8 Will tell us more ю 

This categorization also is based on how low and high or how low and wide the 

logistics and satisfaction of the customer as well as the service is handled. Logistics 

firms/ organizations that have a low degree of customization and a narrow scope of 

services, are for instance carriers or prime asset providers and are categorized as first 

category. These providers offer services like transportation and documentation. 
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Figure 1.8 - Stefansson model of intermediary’s classification in SC 

 

The other categories are, Logistics intermediaries which offer a wide scope of 

services and have a high degree of customization. They can be equalized to 4PL 

providers, since they do not possess physical assets and These groups offer services 

like the design and implementation of logistics, advanced information services or 

contracting logistics providers. The logistics organizations in the middle of the model 

are logistics service providers, or 3PLs, and they offer either a wide scope of services 

and a low degree of customization or a narrow scope of services and a high degree of 

customization. To their scope belong typical logistics functions such as transportation, 

warehousing, packaging, manufacturing and cross-docking, and also some 

administrative tasks like customs or insurance [2]. Apart from Stefan, it cleared that 

the logistics service provider also can be sprite into parts based on characteristics, asset 

specificity and complexity of their systems the figure table 6 below will explain. Beside 

Low asset specificity and a low complexity means that a logistics provider functions 

rather as a basic logistics operator that offers general services. When the complexity is 

still low, but assets are high, the provider can be classified as a specialized logistics 

operator with specialized services. High complexity and low assets are advanced 
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logistics networks that offer general, but advanced services such as the one of 4-5Pls. 

A logistics integrator can be defined when both complexity and asset specificity are 

high. This type offers value added services.  Further research goes on fourth party 

logistics providers in terms of complexity of collaborative distribution and in terms of 

intensity of collaboration [63].Based on both criteria 4 categorization have been found 

which are Problem solving 4PLs, Collaboration specialist, Rational 3pls and 

transaction 3PLs.  And I can be presented in table 1.7. A transactional 3PL fits when 

both intensity of collaboration as well as complexity of collaborative distribution are 

low. Relational 3PLs fit when collaboration intensity is low, and complexity is high. 

When both factors are high, then it can be named a collaboration specialist.  Overall, it 

can be seen that several authors have attempted since 20003 up to 2015 to categorize 

logistics providers with emphasis on various characteristics. Hertz and Alfredsson 

focus on problem solving and customer adaptation ability, whereas Stefansson focuses 

on customization and scope of services offered. Persson and Virum have chosen asset 

specificity and complexity as characteristics, and Hingley et al.  focus on two aspects 

of collaboration, namely complexity of collaborative distribution and intensity of 

collaboration. As literature reveals it, some research has been done in order to classify 

logistics providers in terms of certain characteristics.  

 

 

1.3 Market of logistic intermediaries and their collaboration in SC  

 

 

According to the Council of Supply Chain Management Professionals (CSCMP), 

supply chain management encompasses the planning and management of all activities 

involved in sourcing and procurement, conversion, and all logistics management 

activities. The CSCMP also stresses that supply chain management should incorporate 

the collaboration and coordination of all players along the chain: suppliers, 

intermediaries and customers. Often, for the two endpoints of the supply chain, 
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intermediaries are the most efficient method for coordination and collaboration to 

occur and can also be an integral part in their overall cost control functions.  

 Logisticians are responsible for the management of all domestic and global 

supply chains. [31]. Supply chain intermediaries at the very basic level are 

organizations which provide support, using their own assets and resources, on behalf 

of other companies. Having these intermediaries available is beneficial for shippers, 

allowing companies to focus on core competencies without having to deal with 

transportation and logistical issues. Third‐ party logistics providers (3PL’s) are 

amongst the most common intermediaries in the supply chain [2]. Generally, the SC 

management to be powerful through the intermediaries. It is not everyone who can 

allow to touch his own source to maintain health Supply chain activities and strategies. 

Here, power is defined as the ability to control and own assets in SCs and markets in 

order to accumulate value for suppliers, customers and competitors. some scientist fund 

that power can be classified into five types legitimate power, expert power, referent 

power, coercive power and reward power. The power types mentioned above can only 

work if one or more parties work together in a SC [8]. Companies often have to decide 

whether to make or buy their goods and services. In order to do so, the parts need to 

have an understanding strong relationship.  Arm’s length relationship is the important 

relationship. Within this type of relationship, detailed contracts are written in order to 

prevent parties from making decisions or operate independently. However, especially 

in road transport, contracts are often only verbal. Arm’s length relationships are often 

characterized with minimal information exchange [64]  

Cooperative arrangements 

The relationship behind those arrangements are based on resource sharing, both 

tangible and intangible. Similar and complementary activities are managed, in order to 

achieve joint results. In addition, all parties involved follow similar business goals 

through the redesign of products and processes. Cooperate arrangements differ from 

arm’s length relationships in terms of degree of power, level of trust and the fact that 

they are more long-term oriented [64]. 
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Collaboration 

In this kind of relationship, full commitment from parties involved is achieved. 

Collaborations are identified as durable relationships. Firms share the mission, vision 

and high levels of trust. To accomplish a mutual understanding comprehensive 

planning, seeking of synergies and goals as well as well-structured communication 

channels are necessary. In addition, risk sharing and information exchange strategies 

are necessary to achieve successful collaborations [64]. 

Alliances 

These kinds of relationships are intended to be long-term. Moreover, new skills 

and resources are developed to increase the competitive position in the global market. 

Major values for successful alliances are commitment and trust between the parties. 

This is important, as on the one hand, critical strategic information and on the other 

hand, risk need to be shared [64].In 2016 for companies to increase their profitability 

as well as competitiveness of their SC, internal activities and business procedures and 

processes should be managed and controlled via multiple enterprises [2]. Due to 

globalization, markets and SCs have become more complex, which as well demands 

for better contribution of the management in logistics operations. Bigger companies 

often put their focus on their core competencies in the SC and outsource the non-core 

business activities to intermediaries. Hence, to achieve competitive advantage, firms 

need to build long-term relationships with intermediaries [63]. Not all long-term 

relationships can be long-term oriented. Companies should decide what type of 

relationship is appropriate for different complexities of SCs and circumstances. In 

order to establish good relationships both, physical-technical as well as socio-

psychological factors have to be taken into consideration. Apart from the 

aforementioned, risk, power and reward have effects on organizations commitment to 

cooperate with specific partners [64].Outsourcing activities can become an 

organizational strategy in order to stay competitive, however due to many 

incompatible, or too complex relationships, companies often fear the loss of functional 

control and uncertainties. These uncertainties arise, if intermediaries fail to provide der 

service levels [65].  
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1.4 Impacts associated with uses of Intermediaries in product distribution 

channel  

 

 

In contrast to benefits that are brought by intermediaries, several disadvantages 

are also present. Michelson explain that when making use of intermediaries, the 

organizations are dependent on them and Cost is another factor that can be influenced 

negatively by intermediaries, since more parties involved require higher costs 

Furthermore, do intermediaries lead to less control of the organizations over the quality 

and safety of the goods [66].and this idea was already supported by Hickson et al. 

(2013). Especially, with the use of 4PL and 5PL intermediaries, a company can lose 

the control over the SC and their long-term business relationships [67]. In every 

market, companies have to face the choice between trading with intermediaries or 

direct trade. Both methods can have advantages as well as drawbacks to the firms. 

When using intermediaries, companies risk losing control within their SC. 

Intermediaries might focus on their own advantages while making arrangements with 

customers. It might be more beneficial for themselves as for the company they work 

for. Furthermore, another potential danger will be the lack of understanding of the 

customer’s needs and bring those to the firms they operate for. In addition to Jensen in 

2019, also Chen in 2017 stated that the growing complexity within the distribution 

processes and the wide range of outsourcing strategies, including intermediaries used 

can harm the product quality [68]. In order to manage product quality risk, business 

insurance companies should be taken into consideration, which add additional costs to 

companies using intermediaries. In addition, the role of power can be a drawback 

within the SC [2]. Power of intermediaries in the SC can be defined as the ability or 

the potential of one SC member to influence the decisions of another SC actor. The 

inappropriate use of this power, for example due to unequal share of values, leads to 

an overall inefficiency and ineffectiveness in the SC [69] . Some articles suggest for 

not using intermediaries as it leads to a better control of the activities in a firm and it 

can also profit from the loyalty of employee, avoiding risks such as disruptions, 
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inventory or delays[69].Another advantage is that critical and sensitive information 

does not have to be shared with outside parties anymore. [2]. Furthermore, does 

insourcing lead to keeping or improvement of skills, innovation and adaptability. 

Moreover, insourcing contributes to less dependency on third parties and the reduction 

of the complexity of managing various relationships [60]. Executing tasks in-house can 

also lead to an increase of quality, according to Kroes and Ghosh. Insourcing can also 

be seen as a form of protection. Hartman  [2] say, when outsourcing, usually, internal 

information leaves the company to a certain degree. The information can then be 

transferred to competing firms and the focal company can lose a competitive 

advantage. In contrast to earlier findings, Hartman state that outsourcing does not per 

se contribute to cost savings. Some activities can be carried out at lower prices by firms 

themselves than if the activities were outsourced. Concluding, it can be said that 

insourcing does possess several advantages in contrast to outsourcing certain tasks. 

Outsourcing is a widely covered topic in literature and only in recent years. And 

outsourcing according to different literature, might depend on different facts by include 

the mechanism of intermediaries activities and cost-effectiveness. 

 

 

1.5 Chapter summary 

 

 

Use of Intermarries in product distribution process as well as in supply chain 

management is not for now only, it has been started in1980s, thought by time it is a 

process which grow, innovate and take the large consideration in international market. 

Intermediaries in Supply chain are presented in two forms Channel intermediaries and 

logistic intermediaries. Channel intermediaries are made by group of people 

responsible for the availability of the product to the last consumers on affordable price 

for instance, brokers, agents, retailers, carries, distributors, etc, whereas the logistic 

intermediaries are responsible logistic activities such as inventory management, 

transportation, orders, documents, outsourcing, etc. this part is made by 3PLs,4PLs, 
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freight forwarders, Carriers, Etc. The intermediaries are expected to have positive 

impact to the businesses such as Save time, save resources, save money, more 

flexibility, more scalability, Shipping expertise, product promotion, increase of sales 

with good revenue, etc. However, is not always the ideal stays the same, the literature 

also reveals that the current outcomes of using intermediaries, are not positive as they 

are expected, then the final product reach the last consumer with higher price or delays.  

Some factors associated with that have been explored and they don’t have to be 

ignored. Some facts such as using different intermediaries are associated which 

increase the price of the system. Literature review has been used to get the chapter data. 
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CHAPTER 2 

DSV AND OTHER LOGISTIC INTERMEDIARIES’ ANALYSIS AND 

IDENTIFICATION THROUGHOUT THE SUPPLY CHAIN 

 

 

2.1 Analysis of logistic intermediary’s market 

 

 

Product distribution channel it starts by the producer and ends by the end user and 

sometime the returns too, logistics service intermediaries involve anytime, anyhow and 

in any step within the supply chain as longer as it is needed.  it involves suppliers, 

manufactures, distributors, retailers [30]. It has found that for that big companies got 

big because they focused on what they did best [11].In fact, 85% of Fortune 500 

companies use third-party logistics providers like freight broker [70]. And 80% of the 

world’s cargo passes through the hands of freight intermediaries [71].  While in 2019, 

globally, 3PLs outsourcing raised up to 10.2% of total logistics costs [72], in the United 

States, that figure is even higher at 12.4% of all logistics costs. In Ukraine, this figure 

2.1 is more than half the market [73].  

 

 

Figure 2.1 - Outsourcing in USA 
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It has seen that in 2019 alone, U.S. shippers spent $212.8 billion on outsourcing 

to 3PLs. and all of them asked though Dedicated Contract Carriage (DCC) at 9.59%, 

Domestic Transportation Management (DTM) 39.00%, International Transportation 

Management (ITM) 27.58 % and Value-Added Warehousing and Distribution 

(VAWD) 1.64% [74]However, in Ukraine PL-providers occupy 15%, 2PL-providers - 

74%, 3PL-providers - 9%, 4PLproviders - 2% [73] ad it affect their improvement 

access to the new innovation. 

 

 

Figure 2.2 - Logistic services provider in Ukraine 

 

Two logistic service provider fluently used in Ukraine, only it offer the 

transportation services,  however to be able to compete and to fit the modern market, 

advanced methods such as 3PLs should be up to 50 % at least , so that some companies 

also should get to the access of other form of expertise. Transportation, flow of 

information, flow of products  and flow of money  are the essential points and they 

made the existence of the whole channel [8],transportation is in the middle of all 

process, without transportation no flow of products, no flow of product no customer 

satisfaction and without customer satisfaction no flow of money, if there is no money 

in flow no production [75].It has found that transportation accounts for approximately 

62.8% of every dollar spent on logistics in the United State [46].However in Canada 

Most people spend about $595 per month, or 15% of their budget, on car payments, 

insurance, fuel, maintenance, parking, transit passes, and taxi or Uber expenses 
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[76].Transportation can be done with multimodal ways, on land by cars, by ships in 

water and air by airplanes.  The statistic shows that the percentage of multimodal 

transportation around the world, it has seen that in 2019, Worldwide, road freight 

transport accounted for 76.3 % of the total inland freight transport, followed by rail and 

inland waterways transport (17.6 % and 6.1 % respectively) [77]. 

 

 

Figure 2.3 - Transportation Rate around the world 

 

In Ukraine it has seen that 78.34 is related to Road freight transportation, 

19.28%,1.59%,0.46%,0.33%are for Rail freight transportation, Air freight 

transportation, sea freight transportation and river freight transportation respectively.  

 

 

Figure 2.4 - Ukrainian logistic and transport system 

 

Even though the transportation is the essential element in the chain however   

intermediaries providers offer the services service worldwide  and goes to 66% 
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wharehousig,63% international transportation,46% customers brokerage, 34% freight 

bills and payment, reverse logistic 31%, 29% IT,29% product labelling, [78] and also 

are presented on the Table 2.1. 

 

Table 2.1 - Other functions of intermediaries 

Activities Percentages 

Warehousing 66% 

international transportation 63% 

Brokerage activities 46% 

Bill and payment 31% 

Information technology 29% 

 

Intermediaries in supply chain in this Era, it provides more than we can Imagine, 

and figure 2.5 will show us the services and percentages the services outsourced on. 

  

 

Figure 2.5 - Outsourced activities 
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Comparative study around the world found that the shippers full 81% outsource 

their domestic transportation, while 71% outsource international transportation, 

outsource warehousing came in at 69%, and freight forwarding outsourcing numbered 

50%. Customs brokering was outsourced by 40 % [79].We cannot continue talking 

about the intermediaries functions and market size without precising the intermediary 

location in the whole supply chain, the intermediary is a middle man, and it located in 

between the shipper  and the receiver as t is  shown on figure 2.6.  

 

 

Figure 2.6 - Intervention of intermediaries. 

 

Intermediary in logistic and supply chain management , is located in between of 

the  shipper and the end user. It is located in between to reduce the complex city of 

supply chain and smoothen the process on specific commission. All innovation  process 

of intermediaries is aimed to satisfy the customer services on lower possible price. 

Currently known intermediaries are, channel and logistic intermediaries, and logistic 

intermediaries intended to boost the operations of channel intermediaries, as well as 

the whole supply chain.  The comparative table below show some position and 

functions of intermediaries. Though channel intermediaries are responsible moving the 

product from supplier to the last user however the logistic intermediaries are supportive 

to the channel. They are 3PLs, freight forwarders. Etc.  
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Table 2.2 - Comparative of current intermediaries 

Facts Channel intermediaries   Logistic intermediaries  

Position in 

supply chain  

First line  Second line  

Examples agents, brokers, wholesalers, 

distributors and retailers e.g.: C.H 

Robinson 

international freight 

forwarding, third-party 

logistic activities (3PLs), 

fourth-party logistics (4PLs) 

and fifth-party logistics 

(5PLs). e.g.: DSV 

Mechanism  Brokers are stand between the 

buyer and the seller; they look for 

the client to the producers/ 

shippers. And the clients can be 

would distributors , Distributors 

also resell the product  to the 

wholesalers, wholesalers to the 

retailers and retailer to the last 

consumers. In and otherworld 

they are responsible for moving 

the product from supplier to the 

last consumer. 

Logistics intermediaries 

are parties who on behalf of 

the companies arrange 

transportation, warehousing, 

shipping, distribution of goods 

and services from the 

producers to the final 

consumers and there are 

supportive functions to the 

channel intermediaries.  

Rate of 

companies  

More than 17,000 are licensed 

freight brokers in USA.  

 101,175 Freight Forwarding 

Brokerages, and increased 

16% in 2021 are presented in 

USA 

 

More than 17000 licensed broker can be found  in USA as well as the around the 

world and more than 101,175 freight forwarders also can be found [80].The blog 

Statista website is already classified the freight brokers and freight forwarders and is 

explained by table 2.3 and Table2.4.Where With net revenue of around 1.5 billion U.S. 

dollars, C.H. Robinson is the largest freight brokerage firm in the world, assisting 

between a company that needed their freight delivered and a qualified motor carrier, 

[81], through air/expedited, rail intermodal, LTL, dry van truckload, refrigerated, 

flatbed/heavy haul, bulk/tank activities [33]. 
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Figure 2.7 - List associated of the top Freight brokers 

 

Figure 2.8 - List associated with top five freight forwarders 

 

The intermediaries offer is supportive and helpful. However, is no always like 

that, an intermediary itself, there is a time intermediary also outsources activities to 

third parties or other intermediaries.  For instance, according to the website Statistical 

[82], it has seen that C.H. Robinson is the largest freight brokerage firm in the world, 

it is with net revenue of around 1.5 billion U.S. dollar. C.H. Robinson is an example of 

Brokerage company, addition this company have other main functionating department, 

it is a large company around the world with 14,888 workers worldwide in 2020 [82] 

and it offers brokerage services, freight transportation, transportation management, and 

warehousing. In fact, truckload, less than truckload, air freight, intermodal, and ocean 

transportation [33]. 
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Figure 2.9 - Robinson market size 

 

C.H Robinson founder, Charles Henry Robinson, in 1905 and it has evolved from 

a wholesale produce brokerage house into one of the largest third-party logistics (3PL) 

companies in the world [33]. Freight broker companies specialize in moving freight 

that includes truck loads, air freight, and even rail. Freight brokers are responsible for 

finding truck load carriers to haul freight for their client’s [79] .C.H Robinson , offer 

62.1 truck load services, 14.1%LTL,11% ocean transportation. 4.2% of air 

transporation.2.8% of intermemodal,2.2% custom related services and 4% logistic 

services. The C.H Robinson manage to serve 105 000customers around the world 

through logistic system, through 73000contract carriers [53]. 

Further example would go to the Freight’s forwarders. By taking DSV as an 

example, it is a Danish transport and logistics company offering transport services 

globally by road, air, sea and train with addition of logistic solutions. Since its 

foundation in 1976 by nine independent Danish hauliers, from then up to now the 

company have grown up, With headquarters in Hedehusene (near Copenhagen), 

Denmark, and offices in more than 80 countries, DSV employs more than  56,000 

people and collaborates with partners and agents around the world.  The company is 

structured in three divisions, Road, Air & Sea, and Solutions. Its main activities lie 

within road transport (trucking) networks in Europe, North America and South Africa, 

https://truckerpath.com/blog/what-is-a-freight-broker/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/H%C3%B8je-Taastrup_Municipality
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and its global air and sea freight forwarding business. The group also has a growing 

contract logistics business. In 2020, the company reported a net revenue of DKKm 

115,932 [83]. They actually take care of everything; selection of the mode of transport, 

the route, the payments, international shipping requirements and documentation. The 

bigger the company is the tendency to collaborate with other intermediaries. And it is 

explained in figure 2.10. 

 

 

Figure 2.10 - Activities of DSV as freight forwarders 

 

The figure 2.10 explain the collaboration intermediaries, DSV provide logistic 

and freight forwarding services with addition of transportation through subcontracting. 

That why it can be classified as freight brokerage company, freight forwarders 

company,  as well as 3PLs [83].DSV is worldwide company, in Ukraine,  10% of DSV 

services is customs brokerage [84], the other one go to warehousing, transportation and 

logistic activities.  When DSV and CH Robinson are deeply compared, they all of them 

offers Brokerage services at different level and as addition DSV is a freight forwarder 
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than Robinson. DSV works in three main departments which are Sea and Air, Road 

and solution. Adjusted for exchange rate fluctuations, growth for the nine-month period 

was 41.1%. the activities of freight forwarding are carried out with Air and sea 

department at 69% and Road activities as well as solution occupied 21% and 20% 

respectively [85]. Based on general revenue of  DKK 121,004 million, compared to 

DKK 84,216 million last year.  

 

 

Figure 2.11 - DSV working division around the world 

 

With the combination of our multimodal transportation management system and 

expertise, we use our information advantage to deliver smarter solutions for 

our 105,000 customers and 73,000 contract carriers [86]. DSV Road is one of the 

leading road freight operators in Europe with distribution networks in North America 

and Africa. Annually, we handle more than 30 million shipments and every day more 

than 20,000 trucks are ready to carry your goods in a fast, efficient, flexible and 

environmentally-friendly manner, and they show how good or bad the market of 

intermediaries is in these days [85].  

Even though DSV is wide logistic service provider company around the world, 

however the organization structure still the same within over 80 countries by which it  

can be found in. The administration and operation structure of DSV: 
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Figure 2.12 - DSV General Organisation and operation structure 

 

In comparison of their structure and the one with Freight brokers C.H  Robinson  

presented on Figure 2.12  the DSV is made by  directing board and managing board 

after the Chairman position and the managing board with connection of finance 

department,  they manage the operation department, which is responsible of 

transportation from the manifactures to the end consumers.  

According to the website Statistica, it has seen that the fact of supply chain is 

facing different challenging by which that 52% is associated with hiring and retaining 

qualified workers,42% difficulties in forecasting , 47% higher customer demand  with 

lower price ,47% high customer demand with delivery on time,43% rising customer 

expectation and 13% of supply disruption due to the pandemic  [87]. 
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Figure 2.13 - Highlighting the change facing the S.C industry 

 

The usage of intermediaries have been proven to be the best way to face these 

challenges and survive within the innovative and competitive system. 

Despite the challenges, it has seen that only shippers of USA spent $212.8 billion 

on outsourcing to 3PLs, and they only outsource basic services such as domestic 

transportation, international transportation. Warehousing. Freight forwarding activities 

etc [88].around the globe  Statics f how  shippers  outsource the 3PLs activities have 

been revelled, still the strategy is the same around the world, the most important get 

outsourced and the Less frequently outsourced activities continue to be those that are 

more strategic and customer-facing, though the less outsourced can even be handled 

inhouse and  as it is shown in Figure 2.14 [89].  

Some logistic services are considered to be vital, without them can  negatively 

and deeply affect  the company performance, these are transportation, warehousing, 

inventory management, IT solution.  

They affect the company performance, at the rate more than 50%if they are not 

well performed. 
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Figure 2.14 - Reasons associated with outsourcing 

 

By concluding, the aim of the study is to pride the clear difference between 

intermediaries in suply chain management, based of the this anysis we  have  loagistic 

intermediaries which inclde freight brokers, freight forwaders and are to operate the 

other types of intermediaries such as carriers, distributors, wholesalers  to  suplier the 

product with the low price. 

 

 

2.2 Intermediaries mechanism of action and the cost balance within Supply 

chain 

 

 

While the existing supply chain system show that the way to improve the sales, 

usage of intermediaries will be the best, some studies conduct around have some the 

world, proves some contradictories [90].it has seen that intermediaries’ mechanism of 

action, is determined by the actions or services that can be offer. Intermediaries in 

supply chain management offer:  

-Coordinate carriers,  

-logistics intermediary firms 

- handling procurements and associated documents,  

-Information technology and information flow  

-Transportation nationally and international transportation  

- Storages and warehousing, 
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-Manufacturing. 

-Customers brokerage 

- Freight bills and payment 

-Reverse logistic management 

With all the offers provided by intermediaries, explain where, when and how 

intermediary can intervene in supply chain. The intermediary can intervene at any stage 

of supply chain as longer as needed [91]. Though all of them support each other and 

they work together to satisfy the customer need. The mechanism of action, is the 

process by which intermediaries interact to offer the impeccable services. Moreover  

the intermediaries intervene under commission fees, Since 2016, some studies  indicate 

that as the number of intermediaries get increased within the supply chain as also the 

profit tend to increase, this is explained more by the blog Statistical, were it has shown 

that the sales increase globally parallel to the increase of the sales of delivery 

intermediaries. Compared to 2019, sales of delivery intermediaries worldwide were up 

by 73 billion U.S. dollars, amounting to 227 billion U.S. dollars in 2020. It is forecast 

that the upward trend in global sales up to a sales value of 547 billion U.S. dollars by 

2025. This will constitute 10.4 percent of total global e-commerce sales. [92] figure 

2.13. below is a good shows how the grow of sales increases verses the increase of 

delivery. 

 

Figure 2.15 - Increase of sales compare the increase of Intermediary delivery 
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The study showed the increase of the sales is parallel to the increase of 

intermediaries however it did not show anything about the cost of investment, however  

the report provided by DSV showed that DS company invested in 20 automated 

warehouse  to improve the sales , income as well as reducing the cost of final services. 

The figure 2.16 shows the investment rate of DSV. 

 

 

Figure 2.16 - Investment rate of DSV in 2020 

 

The cost and performance balance within supply chain management should be 

taking into consideration, for instance DSV invested in 20 automated warehousing, 

fulfilment factories across  Europe, North  America and APAC in aim of  balancing the 

cost of their services [85].The study conducted in Africa, conclude that despite of the 

importance of intermediaries, importance and transaction cost govern the decision  to 

transfer the  activities to the 3rd or to perform it inhouse [90].in addition transaction 

fees govern  the end user cost. The study carried out in Africa, in food and beverages 

manufacturing companies on 101 participants. Transactional cost the majority of the 

respondents (40%) indicated moderate that cost for processing documents neither nor 

affected the performance food and beverages manufacturing companies. This is 

because average number of food and beverages manufacturing companies believe that 

the cost of processing documents is not a major issue as companies can handle on their 

own and other companies felt that it is an important issue and thus, they can be 

outsourced hence affecting performance. Likewise, 35% disagreed that cost for 
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processing documents was not regarded as important when outsourcing logistics 

services by food and beverages manufacturing companies. This is because most food 

and beverages manufacturing companies might incur the cost of processing documents 

on their own and hence cost of processing documents does not affect performance of 

companies when outsourcing logistics services. However, 25% agreed that cost for 

processing documents affected performance of food and beverages manufacturing 

companies. Therefore, these companies felt that cost of processing documents was 

important and could be a major determinant when outsourcing logistics services. With 

regard to freight forwarding cost, 35% of the respondents agreed that freight 

forwarding cost affected performance of food and beverages manufacturing 

companies, 35% indicated moderate and 30% disagreed that freight forwarding cost 

affected food and beverages manufacturing companies. On customs clearance cost, 

47% of the respondents agreed that customs clearance cost affected performance of 

food and beverages manufacturing companies, 8% indicated moderate and 25% 

disagreed that customs clearance cost affected performance of food and beverages 

manufacturing companies. Concerning transportation and distribution cost, 50% of the 

respondents agreed that transportation and distribution cost affected performance of 

food and beverages manufacturing companies, while 45% indicated moderate and 6% 

disagreed that transportation and distribution cost affected performance of food and 

beverages manufacturing companies. Regarding tracking and tracing cost, 34% of 

respondents agreed that tracking, and tracing cost affected performance of food and 

beverages manufacturing companies, 37% indicated moderate and 28% disagreed that 

tracking and tracing cost affected performance of food and beverages man. 

Transportation, warehousing, and custom clearance are the main  activities in 

logistic  which can affect the whole company, their outsourcing is important and can 

boost the profit of the company. The survey by the European Commission in 2017 

proves it, it found that the percentage of EU manufacturers selling direct is as high as 

85% in clothing and shoes, and above 50% in cosmetics and  other product categories 

[24]. 
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Table 2.3 - Transaction cost 

Statements Not at 

all (%) 

Small 

extent (%) 

Moderate 

(%) 

Large 

extent (%) 

Very large 

extent (%) 

Document 

processing 

4 31 40 20 5 

Freight forwarding 

cost 

17 17 35 33 2 

Custom clearance 11 14 28 37 10 

Transportation and 

distribution 

0 6 45 34 16 

Tracking and tracing 7 23 36 27 7 

Warehousing 14 14 37 23 11 

 

The fact associated with commissions of intermediaries, the producers try to 

reduce them  by selling direct [93]. Not only that  the researchers have found that for 

the shippers, their profit increases with number of intermediaries if the intermediaries 

are able to provided necessary services with professionalism, with also the strict 

management activities [20]. By designing the model and analysing  of logistic and 

supply chain management, as the figure 2.17. 

For intermediary to be more profitable, is to get more clients to serve and serving 

more clients means to have capacity to provide wide range of activities. Covering wide 

range of activities requires the capitals and necessary investment. Investment to stay 

stand and compete on the market, in spite of providing the quality service at lower cost. 
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Figure 2.17 - Intermediaries and Supply chain model 

 

While the study of Copacino, William C.showed conducted, showed that the 

increase of intermediaries in product distribution  will lead to the increase of the 

product of the final product cost  and  different chaos within the whole channel such 

delays  without forgetting the unsatisfaction of the client, since most agents work on a 

commission basis, the cost of sales drops when the level of sales drops, which provides 

small businesses with some measure of protection against economic downturns. While 

9.1 trillion goes as logistic cost worldwide in 2020 [94], compare to 9.3 trillion in 2019 

and 9.04 in 2018, it gets increased every day in exception of 2019. While researchers 

and specialist try hard  to ends the SC with the intended objective of quality services 

with lower price, physically,  the price has been raised up 3.4% worldwide till 

September 2021 [95],In  USA the customer is paying 0.4% extra on anything thing 

bought, which makes 5.4% increase in prices [96],In Ukraine, prices increased at the 

rate of 5-10 % per year as Voxcheck Ukraine announced [97],not only that in UK the 

increase of 4.2% [98]and increment of 10.8% in Africa [99]. 
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Table 2.4 - Increase of the price 

Countries Percentages 

USA 5.4% 

UK 4.2% 

Ukraine 5-10 % 

Africa 10% 

 

Several reasons have been revealed to be associated with this increment; global 

pandemic which cut off the economic activities, shortages of some basic materials such 

as medicines, fuels, [95], not only that supply chain system also met not less of 

challenges such as packing, high client demand, country restrictions, digital 

transformation, logistic and transportation issues. Furthermore, usage of intermediaries 

comes to the fact that cause the escalation of the price within the whole process [66]. 

But DSV tried to minimize the cost of the activities as well as DSV tried to balance 

every activity within the supply chain, analysing the cash flow an account statement. 

Generally among the most important logistic activities offered by intermediaries 

DSV covers almost all, transportation, warehousing, data management, and other 

logistic solutions. The transportation offered by DSV is performed by outsourcing the 

carriers [85]. 

 

Figure 2.18 - Logistic activities offered by DSV 
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According to DSV report, DSV has been invested in automated warehousing 

system, still DSV still using other intermediaries to coverup the activities of 

transportation. By help of other intermediaries, DSV manage to cover up the full 

logistic and supply chain management system and provide solutions, for that the clients 

get increased and the income also get increased and this is explained by the status of 

income statement of DSV [85]. The Group achieved a gross profit of DKK 16,118 

million for the first six months of 2021, a growth of 18.0% compared to the same period 

last year. 

 

 

Figure 2.19 - DSV cash flow 

 

The Air & Sea division operates a global network specialising in transportation of 

cargo by air and sea. The division offers both conventional freight forwarding services 

and tailored project cargo solutions. 

The division achieved 21.3% growth in gross profit and 69.0% growth in EBIT 

before special items for H1 2021. The strong growth in earnings was driven by growth 

in transported volumes and high gross profit per unit and was further supported by the 

full-year effect of Panalpina synergies and cost savings [85]. 
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Figure 2.20 - Air and sea division income statement 

 

Due to the investment made in warehousing, this year market size DSV sea and 

air transportation has increase on 13% and 18% respectively. the freight size by sea 

increase from 573,385 in 2020 up to 1,154,404 tons  in 2021 .Thugh the fright by air, 

it shift from 349,210 up to 685,517 tons in 2021. [85] 

The Road division is among the market leaders in Europe and furthermore has 

operations in North America and South Africa. The division offers full load, part load 

and groupage services through a network of more than 200 terminals and operates 

approximately 20,000 trucks. For H1 2021, the Road division achieved 69.7% growth 

in EBIT before special items. The strong growth in earnings was driven by higher 

activity with 15.9% growth in gross profit and an improved conversion ratio. 

 

 

Figure 2.21 - DSV Road division income statement 

 

The result have been achieved while the number of employees have  been  increase  

from 13,408 in 2020  to 15,503 in 2021. 
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The last division in logistic solutions, the Solutions division offers warehousing 

and logistics services globally and controls more than 400 logistics facilities. The 

service portfolio includes freight management, customs clearance, order management 

and e-commerce solutions. For H1 2021, the Solutions division achieved 9.9% growth 

in gross profit which was translated to 37.0% growth in EBIT before special items. 

 

Figure 2.22 - DSV solutions income statement 

 

To achieve the result, the DSV has first invest  in automated warehousing, apart 

from that, the number of qualified employees raised up to 22841 from 18428 with 

difference of 409dkkm of investment. By analysing   the cash flow and income 

statement of DSV as freight forwarders or as logistic service provider,  we sum up on 

the following points:  

-DSV use other intermediaries to satisfy the customers need, for instance the 

carries to carry  out the transportations.  

- Due to the investment, in automated warehousing , the income also have been 

increased, not only that  the automated services also came up with their expensive, for 

that the investment also has been extended up to the employees, the new technologies 

and innovations go with qualified employees and increase of employees number.  
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- the coverup of wade range of activities and managing the cost of activities, by 

focusing on costumers need and balancing the transaction fees, result for DSV to win 

over the other competitors within the supply chain system.  

 

 

Figure 2.23 - Comparison of advantage and disadvantage of intermediaries’ usage 

 

Intermediaries are independent organizations and whenever they do is not for free,  

they do provide services on a specific commission [96], it might be that he 

intermediaries company can pass their interested first  and  this one risk to escalate the 

price not only that, it is obvious that they do have expertise, knowledge’s, kills and all 

necessary time to take care of some of the responsibilities however they can make the 

owner to lose the control of the company due to much dependence on intermediaries, 

[100] not  only that  the intermediaries  might not give you the full concertation which 
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can cause also to increase the price [8]. Intermediaries might focus on their own 

advantages while making arrangements with customers. It might be more beneficial 

for themselves as for the company they work for. Some company reveals that working 

with intermediaries boost the system as well as the company however the other one 

prefers insource as the way to take over the control of the business. The following has 

been the comparative study of advantages and disadvantage of using intermediaries in 

SC [101]. 

 

 

2.4 Intermediaries management 

 

 

Like the Shippers and suppliers use intermediaries to meet the customers 

‘demand, it seems like the intermediaries can use or can be supported by another 

intermediary to accomplish their responsibilities toward the customer [102], it is only 

intermediaries , ass also different software participate in management. And these 

software  that are TMS( transportation management system   ),  WMSERP, and  BI 

tools [103], and  anticipate to manage he flow as well as the relationships within the 

whole chain. Figure 2.24 will show us the way intermediaries can work together till the 

end users through the freight management flow.  

 

 

Figure 2.7 - Freight management flow 

 

https://www.altexsoft.com/blog/transportation-management-system/
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In fact, it is seeming that also based on the figure 14, DSV decide to us other 

intermediaries’ carriers to meet the expected services from the clients [85]. The DSV 

might be having their own trucks however not enough to satisfy the market.  

According to the studies, the management of  model is almost general around the 

world,  thought  the selection of intermediary to involve in requires not less  than 5ponts 

[104] , While logistic key performance indicators and metrics showed that: 

Shipping Time: deals with Spot potential issues in your order fulfilment process 

Order Accuracy:  deals with   Monitor the degree of incidents. 

Picking Accuracy: : deals with  orders which are picked without errors. 

Delivery Time: : deals with  Track your average delivery time in detail. 

Pick & Pack Cycle Time: Track the time it takes to pick and pack your orders. 

Equipment Utilization Rate: : deals with the equipment for workforce. 

Transportation Costs: Analyze all costs from the order placement to delivery 

Warehousing Costs: Optimize the expenses of your warehouse. 

Pick & Pack Costs: Monitor all costs related to your pick & pack process. 

Use of Packing Material: Optimize your materials usage. 

Number of Shipments: Understand how many orders are shipped. 

Inventory Accuracy: Avoid problems because of inaccurate inventory. 

Inventory Turnover: Track how many times your entire inventory is sold. 

Inventory to Sales Ratio: Identify a potential overstock, the more all these criteria 

are taking inconsideration an move higher is the way the intermediary get more 

responsibilities and functions [105].  

According to the study done it has seen thank among the sample size of 

intermediaries of 622. 87% Ships on  Time:9505% the order  to intermediary is 

accurate. Measure the picking accuracy based on your returned products but also do 

random checks of picks to ensure no mistakes are made. 98% no  errors showed up. 

The normal range of equipment enough for workforce is between 70-90%, the statistic 

study show that especially DSV  has at least 86%. 

The selection of intermediary y to involve in product distribution channel, it 

requires:  
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1. Economic Factors: 

The economic conditions prevailing in the country on one hand, and the world on 

the other, have bearing on channel selection decisions. 

Apart from the transaction cost or fees, it has found that. At least  to any type of 

transaction that  involving intermediaries it should be  prioritized based on logistic key 

performance indicators and metrics, where atlase the transportation cost should be 

43%, where using at 23%  and others at 440%. 

 

 

Figure 2.25 - Logistic key performance indicators 

 

2. The Legal Restrictions: 

The legislative restrictions imposed by the governments, both State and Central 

have impact of giving final shape to channels of distribution 

3. Fiscal Policies: 

As a part of fiscal policy, one instance of sales-tax is enough to highlight this 

point. Sales-tax rates vary from state to state as it is a state fiscal matter. 

4. The financial position: 

After all, the financial position of the intermediary is of much significance while 

selecting. An intermediary who is financially very strong is sure to buy on cash, carry 

more inventories at a time, sell on credit and help the channel commander at times of 

adversity and needs. 

5. The facilities available: 
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In addition to the above specific requirements of sound dealer commander 

relations, one must take into account the additional facilities that the dealer or the 

intermediary is going to extend. 

Thus, an intermediary equipped with operational facilities like godowns, delivery 

vans, parking lots, after-sale service equipment and the like make him better qualified 

for selection. To that extent, the channel commander is relieved from those additional 

arrangements on which either he are to work or make others to work for a price. 

 

 

2.5 Chapter summary 

 

 

The logistic and supply chain management system is the processes happened 

between the producers and the last customers: in each way the producer should meet 

the customers’ need, or they should create the customers need. it will not be easy to the 

producers producing without consumers that is the reason the 3rd parties are getting 

involved and getting concerned in SCs. He third parties who might be the  freight 

brokers, agents ,  distributors, 3PLs,4PLs Freight forwarders,  carriers  are playing the 

useful role around the world and getting a lot of benefit within it, intermediaries are 

providing  administrative and processing handling support, IT support, logistic, 

transportation and distribution services , etc on o specific cost  and all these services 

allow the mother companies to survive among this high competitive world by  focusing 

on the core and innovative way to reach  around the world. Within all advantages of 

intermediaries also there is a dark side on them and for that  it direct the shippers and 

suppliers to select and use intermediaries with high caution. The management of the 

product distribution within the supply chain is no short r easy process although the 

management of all operations are important point, while the shipper, the producers can 

use more than one intermediary to reach the customer on time is the way intermediaries 

can collaborate each other to full the responsibilities they are assigned for. Not only 

that cause IT also intervein in 50%of the whole set up. The most important thing the 
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whole process is governed by the cost. anything done and any decision taken is based 

on the theory of   delivering the s quality service to the customer with the low possible 

cost.  
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CHAPTER 3 

VALUE ADDITION OF INTERMEDIARIES IN PRODUCT 

DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM IN DSV COMPANY 

 

3.1 Importance of intermediaries 

 

 

By analysing the whole supply and the previous chapters, the doubts regarding 

weather using intermediaries or not, should be taken away because some importance 

of intermediaries are: 

- help to handle the complex of supply chain systems,  

-Improve supply chain  

- Control the whole channel 

- Commitment and  

- handling the communication  

The combination of this thesis and the second data of the other logistic and supply 

chain management companies, a the roles and responsibilities of the intermediaries are 

found out, where out of 8 interviews conducted, 6 companies are convinced that 

intermediaries are reducing the complexity of their SC, shown in Table 3.1. The 

companies argue that investing into an intermediary can help to handle the complex 

systems. Intermediaries can add support to understand the problems and take over non-

core competencies.  Moreover, all, except 1 company, agree that their intermediaries 

used are improving the company’s SC in some way. The interviews confirm that the 

SC is improved due to cost and times savings. Manpower could be reduced due to 

outsourcing. In addition, also IT tools provided by the intermediaries facilitate the SC 

processes. Moreover, also the lack of physical assets can be balanced with the 

utilization of intermediaries.  Similar to SC improvement, communication is an 

important point for all companies reported. On the one hand, the interviews agree that 

good communication between the partners in the SC is important to be uccessful. On 
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the other hand, intermediaries can be seen as communication facilitators between the 

companies and the end-users or the suppliers of the products.  

 

Table 3.1- Comparison of roles of intermediaries in Supply chain 

 DSV C.H.Robinson DB 

Schenker 

W X Z Rhenus 

Logistics 

complexity X X X  x x x 

SC 

improvement 

X X X X x x x 

Control X  X X x x x 

Commitment X    x x x 

Communication X X x X x x x 

 

Apart from communication, control is an important factor for almost all the 

participants from the interviews. Regular feedback conversations and reporting 

sessions are done through different types of media. Several companies communicate 

with their intermediaries on a regular basis, via phone, e-mails or face to face.  

Regarding commitment, the opinions of the participants seem to be diverse. 

Rhenus Logistics tries to establish commitment with its intermediaries through good 

relationships, fairness and trust, whereas Company X does not focus on commitment, 

as they can switch the carriers easily. Always assurance of responsibilities goes with 

the  categorization in power, the categories for power include capacity, dependency, 

decision-making, information sharing and trust.  5 out of 8 participants reviewed were 

talking about capacity when involving an intermediary. For the winery DSV capacity 

is crucial, as without the intermediary’s physical assets, the amount of goods could not 

be transported. This is also the case for DSV, DB Schenker, Rhenus Logistics and 

company Z. All companies agree, that they can offer or receive better capacities, than 

it would be possible without intermediaries. In contrast to capacity, all companies 

mention the categories dependency and decision-making. The power of intermediaries 

also are based on capacity, dependency, decision-making, information sharing and 
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trust. The more the intermediary provide the quality service, the more the supplier tend 

to depend on it and some decisions get transferred to them. The performance  perfectly 

the roles and responsibilities of the intermediaries another word the mechanism of 

action, goes parallel with power of the intermediary. Generally comparative  of DSV 

power with other intermediaries has been shown on Table 3.2. 

 

Table 3.2 – Comparative of DSV and other intermediary’s power 

 DSV C.HRobinson DB 

Schenker 

Rhenus 

Logistics 

X Z 

Capacity X x X x X X 

Dependency X  X X   

Decision-

making 

X X X X  X 

Information 

sharing 

X  X  X x 

Trust X X X x   

 

 The power of DSV is still high   compare with other intermediaries, I can say the 

performance of it duties properly has provide the company to exercise that power  and 

with the power  goes with the increase of income regardless the increase of investments 

and technologies  the power also is associate with the number of the services can be 

offered by the intermediary. DSV is a freight forwarder logistic company, it offers: 

- warehousing, by to day it does have the automated warehousing. 

- transportation handling, either by sea, by air, and by road, it offers full truck 

load, part load, tracking. 

- other logistic solution such IT, and data management as well as handling. 

Regarding the roles and interested bring by an intermediary, the logistic 

intermediaries should be used in  supply chin management however by selecting the 

type of intermediary  to work with ,  the capacity or power of the intermediary should 

be taken into consideration. The powerful intermediary is higher the intermediary is 
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committed, the higher of the capacity in term of expertise and knowledge, the quality 

of the service is. 

 

 

3.2 Classification of intermediaries and mechanism of action within the 

supply chain 

 

 

Even if using intermediary in supply chain is interesting and important, the clear 

difference between them should be always present  to be able to recognize what will 

be the best type of intermediary to be used. Obviously,  the intermediaries work as in-

between man, this in between man comes with specific offers, and especially targeted 

the solution both side, either the last user or the shipper or supplier. In order to decide 

which intermediaries are the highest and lowest involved in the companies’ SCs or 

what best type to be used and weather use intermediaries or not, some key points should 

be taking into consideration, involvement of intermediary in supply chain and power 

should be measure an in addition also mechanism of action should be taken into 

consideration as well as the transaction cost.  The power of intermediary is defined in 

terms of capacity, ability of decision making and dependency. The involvement criteria 

are the roles and responsibilities  of the intermediaries and intervals from 0 to 5 are 

chosen. The intervals represent the points that are awarded to an intermediary, 

depending on where in the scale it scores. Therefore, if an intermediary fit into the first 

interval, it receives 0 points, if it fits to the last interval, it receives 5 points.   

1. Calculation of scale value for one firm 

 

,    (3.1) 

 

where S represents the scale value and si are the values for each category for one 

firm. 
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2. Calculation of value for each factor 

     (3.2) 

The final equation can be summed up as the following 

     (3.3) 

All scale values S1, S2, S3,...,Sn are added up and divided by n, where n 

represents the number of all firms of one intermediary type. M represents the mean 

value. 

The involvement and power will be measured against the scale, the known 

intermediaries will be dispatched into the output to determine the mechanism of actions 

as well as the cost-effectiveness involvement. The outputs of some data reviews are 

assessed of each category as seen on the table 3.2. Communication and control are 

divided in the same way. The frequency of contact between intermediaries and firms 

is counted in order to choose the right position on the scale. Complexity structured 

from no changes up to investments for new systems. In-between factors including the 

understanding of the problems, improvement in non-core competences as well as 

taking over laws and regulations are taken into consideration. In addition, SC 

involvement is categorized starting with the improvement of non-core competencies 

up to a way faster and cheaper SC involving the intermediaries. Furthermore, 

commitment is measured through a scale starting with no commitment, through short- 

as well as long-term relationships, up to the same goals, for both, intermediaries and 

companies. The scale for the power criteria starts with the division of capacity into 5 

intervals. Capacity includes also transport possibilities and organizational abilities. The 

first interval 0 means no capacity, the interval with the highest points is granted when 

an intermediary has unlimited capacity. 

Dependency begins with when no intermediary is needed and therefore, no 

dependency can be established. The second and third interval means when an easy or 
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moderate switching between intermediaries is possible. The fourth interval applies 

when the intermediary has extended knowledge and expertise and therefore, make 

switching difficult between different intermediaries. 

 

Table 3.2 - Involvement of intermediaries 

 0 1 2 3 4 5 

Complexity No changes 

in 

complexity 

first 

conversati

ons about 

complexit

y 

Understan

ding of 

problems 

Improve

ment in 

non-core 

competen

cies 

Taking 

over 

laws and 

regulati

ons  

Investm

ent in 

new 

systems 

SC 

Improveme

nt  

no SC 

improveme

nt  

Improve

ment of 

non-core 

competen

cies  

Assisting 

in legal 

matters 

Reductio

n of 

complexit

y 

more 

efficient 

or 

effective  

 

more 

efficient 

and 

effectiv

e  

Control no control quarterly monthly 1-2 per 

week  

3-6 per 

week  

daily  

Commitme

nt  

no 

commitme

nt  

only 

project-

based 

commitm

ent  

Short term 

relationshi

p 

High 

degree of 

fairness, 

trust  

Long 

term 

relations

hip 

Same 

goals 

Communic

ation 

no 

communic

ation  

quarterly monthly 1-2 per 

week  

3-6 per 

week 

daily  

 

The highest part is the case when a firm is completely dependent on a certain 

intermediary. Decision-making is also divided into different segments and starts with 

the interval where an intermediary is not at all allowed to make decisions by 

themselves, followed by the segment where intermediaries can decide about basic 

processes like the time of shipment or the chosen route. Higher points are assigned, if 

the intermediary can decide over chosen business partners and networking or if the 

intermediary is not limited to any decision-making. 

For information sharing, the lowest points are granted to intermediaries that do 

not receive any information from companies that they work with. The next interval 
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applies when only the most necessary information is shared, for instance time and 

points of pick-up and delivery, transportation requirements or other information needed 

for the service. The next step is when information is shared with the help of the same 

IT platforms, followed by a shared IT platform that provides access to firm’s 

information. The last segment applies when an intermediary has unlimited access to 

internal information of the firm. 

The first interval of the trust category is defined by the fact that no investment 

into trust is made. The second interval applies when the firm invests into trust building, 

followed by the segment when a partnership between firm and intermediary is 

established. The last two intervals apply when the aim is to reach a long-term 

partnership or a strategic partnership between firm and intermediaries. The mechanism 

are defined by the capability to offer services. For instance carries they have their own 

trucks they 100% offer transportation, however the carries functions will be different 

to 3PLs providers such as DSV, where it will offering transportation by sea, by air, by 

road, in addition provide warehousing, distribution, storages, data records as well as he 

logistic services. Nether less DSV will not be looking like C.H Robinson which plays 

the role of the interconnection of  carriers and Suppliers, in otherworld mobile agents. 

The more the intermediary provide more services the more  it get classified as essential, 

and the more it covers a lot of activities. By covering activities, the experiences 

increases too. as the experience increase as the more clients trust you and once the 

client trust you, the more income get in the company. By the help of the study 

conducted on different intermediaries, out of 10 intermediaries, their frequencies are 

scared in Figure 3.1 by comparing the involvement as power of each other. 
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Figure 3.1 - Frequency intermediaries categories 

 

By analysis the review of  most FFs or work with FFs, indicate that that the 

complexity is reduced through influence of the FFs . Here, the companies can focus on 

core task and eliminate non-value adding activities. One interviewee states that 

complexity is increased through the fact that an additional party has to be managed. 

This can be linked to literatures state that FFs generally take care about the whole 

processes in the SC, including the selection of the mode of transportation, requirements 

of documentation, the route and the payment terms.SC improvement is seen very 

differently by the FFs, one firm does not mention it, for DB Schenker it is related to 

regulations and legal matters, for Rhenus Logistics increase effectiveness and 

efficiency. Control is also different among FFs. Two of the intermediaries are 

controlled quarterly, one is controlled on a monthly basis and LCAC ensures a daily 

control with its FFs. Commitment for DB Schenker and DSV is rather low. Rhenus 

Logistics seeks commitment through fairness and trust in a relationship and LCAC 

creates commitment through partnerships that are reinforced through events or special 

offers. 
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As FF are utilized in the day to day business their importance for firms is high. 

DB Schenker communicates with partners once or twice per week and also have 

weekly meetings, they also make use of communication tools. The other two 

interviewees indicate that communication with FFs happens on a monthly basis. The 

familiar way to  classify and to use intermediaries with the supply chain, is to use them 

as channel intermediaries or as logistic intermediaries , channel intermediaries with  

distributors, wholesalers, retailers  however the logistic intermediaries are carriers, 

freight brokers and freight forwarders,,3PLs, the classification and use them  of this 

way cannot help in one way to another however by  mixing their roles and 

responsibilities will boost the supply chain to reach the target of satisfy the last 

consumer with quality service, quality product  on right price. 

Carriers can have different impacts on the complexity of firms’ SCs. One 

interviewee states that the intermediary does not contribute to a change in the 

complexity. Company X says that the carrier is aware of complexity aspects of the SC. 

Same applies to company Z, which is convinced that complexity can be reduced. Only 

one carrier reduces complexity within SCs through dealing with laws and regulations. 

All carriers lead to improvements in the SC through the increase of efficiency and 

effectiveness. carriers can offer both services, full truck load as well as less than 

truckload services for their clients. This means, several shipments can be consolidated 

and transported3PLs reduce the companies’ complexity by for example taking over 

non-core competencies. The goal of those intermediaries is, to get a better 

understanding of problems that might occur in the company’s SC. This can also be 

linked to the SC improvement. Those SC improvements can be improvements in 

several tasks, including transportation, warehousing activities or packaging describes 

five major dimensions where the SC can be improved, this dimension can be 

understood as 

- Strategic planning,  

-Inventory management,  

-Transportation,  

-Capacity planning and 
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-Information technology. 

Problems are analysed and ways of improvement are identified in the same time. 

Those SC improvements can be on the one hand, legal matters where the 3PLs assist 

and on the other hand, providing physical assets for the companies. In addition, 

especially with lower quantities, 3PLs can achieve better prices and help the companies 

to reduce their costs. This can be linked to the reduction of the lead times and less 

workload for the own manpower of the firms. To sum up, 3PLs can improve both, 

efficiency and effectiveness of the customer’s SC. Control is based on an average scale, 

3PLs have regular feedback conversations with firms, depending on their volume size 

of the company. In addition, also regular reports are exchanged between the 

intermediaries and firms, however there is no special investment or focus put on 

controlling each other.  

Communication of the 3PLs is done in several ways. One 3PL focuses on systems 

and technologies, whereas the other one focuses on relationships. The 3PL interviewed 

for example, focusing on systems and technological tools in order to facilitate the 

communication processes with the firms continually establishes new platforms as a 

communication basis. Those customer service tools and value-adding services can be 

identified as e-tracking or e-booking systems. In addition, weekly and monthly 

meetings are held with the customers. The other 3PL focuses on relationships. 

Depending on the size or if they are relatively new customers, the communication 

intervals are different. The focus is put on new and big companies which are contacted 

regularly via phone and e-mail in order to establish long term relationships. This is also 

the way how this 3PL. develops commitment. An open book policy is used, which leads 

to the same goals of both, intermediary and company. This can be achieved with 

fairness and good services, and bout the power, Capacities for the companies can be 

improved by 3PLs, as they can achieve a better buying power at the shippers or partners 

used then individual firms. Moreover, it is easier for them to use space as 3PLs prepare 

and decide about the mode of transportation, manage pick-up times at the factory, send 

the goods via diverse mode of transportation as well as deliver to the end destination. 
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This can be done through consolidation of more than one firm, which means 3PLs have 

better options to deal with capacity. 

All the 3PLs interviewed create dependency on contractual as well as 

interpersonal relationships. Those contracts are negotiated with both, their customers 

and partners. The contracts are mostly valid for a certain period of time and are 

renegotiated when they are over. The 3PLs participating in this study are not only 

similar in terms of dependency, but also in the activities of decision-making. All 

decision, including, the partners used, the mode of transportation and the route are 

made by the 3PLs. Firms using those services only give time indications about pick up 

of the goods and the delivery at the destination. Information sharing between the 3PL 

and the companies is mostly done about the volumes and quantities. This includes 

information about production forecasts and the delivery time of the goods. In the case 

of the 3PLs interviewed, no sensible information is shared between the partners. Trust 

between the 3PLs and customers is achieved through fairness and good services. Good 

services and practical examples are used to convince customers to trust the 3PL. 

However, in some cases clients decided not to work with the intermediaries anymore 

due to mistakes made. 

The popular intermediaries classification  are: channel intermediaries and  logistic 

intermediaries, where  channel intermediaries is made by: 

- Supplier 

- Manufacturers 

- Distributors 

- Wholesalers 

- Retailers 

And logistic intermediaries are: 

- Carriers 

- Freight brokers/ agents  such as C.H Robinson 

- Freight forwarders  such DSV 

-  3PLs such DSV  

- 4PLs and 5PLs  
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- E-intermediaries. 

Beyond the popular classification, also there are classification by facing the 

mechanism of action of the intermediaries. The mechanism of action of intermediary 

is the ability and possibility  to serve , the intermediary express in supply chain. Within 

different activities offered by intermediaries  such as Table 3.3. 

 

Table 3.3 – Different offers of intermediaries in product  distribution  

Intermediaries offers 

 Obtaining the release of imports 

 Payment of applicable duty fees 

 Obtaining, preparing the necessary 

documents and information 

 Maintaining records 

 Responding to any concerns after 

Payment 

 storage, cross‐ docking, and 

distribution. 

 Track shipments on behalf of 

customer.    

 Utilizes technologies to manage 

the supply chain and implement 

logistics solutions 

 Strategic supply chain 

management focus    

 Negotiating and arranging the best 

method of transport for product to 

get to the target market.  

  Coordinating the movement of 

goods to their destination. 

  Preparing the necessary 

paperwork. 

  Providing advice on packing, 

labelling and marking of goods 

management and improvement of 

customer’s supply chain.    

 

The intermediary can offer one or more activities mentioned in 3.3 table, the 

activity provided define the capacity as well as the mechanism of action of an 

intermediary, Based on the mechanism of actions of intermediaries, the intermediaries 

should be classified as:  
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1. Narrow spectrum intermediaries:  these types of intermediaries intervene in 

product distribution with   the minimum number of offers: examples: Carriers, freight 

agents, retailers. This class also is  the first or basic line within supply chain /product 

distributions. All carriers lead to improvements in the SC through the increase of 

efficiency and effectiveness., for them they ride transportation. 

2. Medium Spectrum intermediaries: this category are the interment, that provide 

a wide range of activities compare to the narrow spectrum activities. Most of the time, 

intermediaries are between the supplier and the customer. It is different to Medium 

spectrum intermediaries since for them , there are between the  suppliers and the 

transportation company, in otherward they are between supplier and  carries.  They 

offers mostly Providing clients with shipping quotes, Booking orders with carriers. 

Finding the most efficient shipping routes Tracking shipment status, Communicating 

with shippers, carriers, and dispatchers throughout the supply chain process. Ensuring 

that government regulations, banking policies, and documentation requirements are 

followed in the shipping process, Tracking data about goods and carriers in 

databases.  Examples: inside this group we have freight brokers, agents, wholesalers. 

3. Broad spectrum: the broad spectrum activities cover many activities at  the 

same times, cover and offer  transportation, warehousing , logistic and control 

management system, inventory management, distribution, information management , 

returns management, data records and keeping, ordering. The examples in this category 

would be DSV as freight forwarders, 3PLS, 4PLs and 5PLs. on the order hand  the 

more  the intermediary covers more activities the more  the investment  should be made  

and the  more also technic of innovation and creativity should be introduced to remain 

competent and service in this high  speed developing world. Also the cost get increased 

due different reasons. Figure 3.2 show the intervention of intermediaries with different 

mechanism of actions with their services to provide, goes with the cost as  all 

intermediaries work under commissions. 
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Figure 3.2 - Mechanism of action of intermediaries in Supply chain 

 

The fact of involving one intermediaries with wide range of activity will be more 

preferable than anything else because of they offer the best price, also cover all needs 

of the shipper or suppliers at once. The following Table 3.4 will show  the summary of 

new classification of intermediaries in supply chain  based on mechanism of actions. 

However, for the intermediaries to cover wide ranges of activities is not something 

easy. It is not something easy because it requires not only concentration and serious 

managerial capacity also it requires the investment. Any investments to reduce the cost 

of activity and increate the income as well increase  the cells. Through the analysis of 

this thesis, some activities in supply chain system are considered to be vital, without 

them the supply chain system is dead. 

 The vital logistic activities are: 

- Transportation,  

- Warehousing, 

- Information flow, information system management.   
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Table 3.4 - Classification of intermediaries  based on  mechanism of action 

Classes Narrow spectrum  Medium  spectrum Broad spectrum: 

MOA Type of 

intermediary that 

cover up small 

range logistic   

activities 

Type of 

intermediary that 

cover up medium 

range  logistic   

activities 

Type of 

intermediary that 

cover up as much 

of logistic   

activities 

Examples -Supplier 

-Manufacturers 

-Distributors 

-Wholesalers 

-Retailers 

C.H Robinson as 

freight agent  

DSV as freight 

forwarders, 3PLS, 

4PLs and 5PLs. 

 

By comparing with the reviews 43% of the cost of logistic activities goes with 

transportation and 26% with the warehousing worldwide, on the other side  

transportation is outsourced on the rate of 83% and 63%  national and internal 

transportation respectively worldwide. Outsourcing is the process of delegating a 

company's business process to third parties or external agencies, The high level of 

outsourcing either transport  or warehousing is due to the companies do not possess the 

possibilities to handle all of them by themselves , they want to concentrate more of 

core competent, also leveraging benefits ranging from low cost labor, improved quality 

to product and service innovation. Is not only that as the  third parties possess the 

expertise and knowledge.  

For DSV offers the main activities needed around the world, DSV offers 

transportation. By sea, by air, by road, it offers warehousing as well as the logistic 

solutions too.it is possession of knowledge, expertise and power. 10% of it activities 

go with logistic solutions, 86% with the sea and air transport management , the rest of 

25% occupy the management f the road.  
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Figure 3.2 - DSV offers 

 

By the size it occupy more that 90 countries around the world   and deliver smarter 

solutions for our 105,000 customers and 73,000 contract carriers , annually, they handle 

more than 30 million shipments and every day more than 20,000 trucks are ready to 

carry your goods in a fast, efficient, flexible and environmentally-friendly manner.is 

not only that , the company also has  invested in 20 automated warehousing, in aim of 

providing quality services  an reduction of the Cost. As the intermediary work o 

commissions, DSV also has his own profit from the service provided, by analysing the 

cash flow of this company, the figure 3.3 will give us the more details. 

 

 

Figure 3.3 - DSV Cash flow 
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The operation activity, perform by DSV it takes  the budget of 4491DDK, ither 

transport, either logistic , any activity. Also some investments  are made, for instance, 

recently, the company invested in warehousing, by now DSV have 20 automated 

warehousing, the investment is not made only  for price reduction also for 

development, so that the company can stay stand  withing the world of competition. 

Above all the activities also bring the revenues, as it shown in the figure 3.3 , for instant 

this year the revenue was Up to 37821 DDK. All of them are the results of involvement, 

in supply chain, commitment and trust from the client which make the company  to 

growth day and night. By concluding I will have to advise to use the intermediaries 

with broad spectrum of activities such as DSV, it offer the wide range of activities 

around the world , so that the risk will be share, getting a fair price with along safety.  

 

 

3.3 Intermediaries and cost-effectiveness method 

 

 

Cost effectiveness is the method the quality services with quality products are 

offered to the customers with low and affordable price. Always the quality goes with 

the price, as the quality increase will be as the price increase,   intermediaries involve 

in this process of provide quality services at the lowest price. The application of 

principles of supply chain manage always is not easy, especially it comes to the 

satisfaction of customers needs with quality at the lowest possible  price. In addition of 

the outside competitors, it requires the spirit to handle the request as well as the 

solutions on lower rice, many of intermediaries  try to raise up the price or to give up 

on principles and it is contrary to  the broad spectrum of activity logistic companies 

such as DSV  However is not always  the intermediaries offers the best options, 

intermediaries are associated with risk of increasing the final product price. For 

instance using channel intermediaries only, it ended up with the higher price at the level 

of last consumers.  The questions to be asked is how? Like this: let say that the product 

should come from the producer/supplier A and goes to be delivered to the consumer B.   
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As each intermediary will have to take some commission, for the   channel 

intermediaries bought the product and resell it o higher rice, for instance addition of 

10% on unity price and   for the logistic intermediaries the commission validated up to 

25%. By considering the channel intermediaries, producer buy raw material to the 

suppliers, and assembly them and make the final product, the producer sell the product 

to the distributor, the distributor to the wholesalers and the wholesaler to the retailers. 

 

 

Figure 3.4 - Increase of the price based on intermediary’s number 

 

Table 3.5 - Channel intermediaries with the price 

Price/ channel 

intermediaries 

Action distributors Wholesaler Retailer Last 

consumer 

Initial price X Sell/reselling +10% +10 +10% Higher 

price of 

+30% 
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By using the channel intermediaries, but the time of reselling, the responsible will 

fix the price which include his/ her own profit,  but taking the example of table 3.1 the 

final customer get the product on +30% price. This method will help the owner to sell 

the  product fast at lower price and get min profit however it does not help the last 

consumer, in fact, the price will be  higher compare to what the client can  get  by 

buying direct to the producer. Moreover, using more than one logistic intermediaries, 

result in super raising the product.  

Logistic intermediaries, contains: carriers, freight brokers, freight 

forwarders,3PLs,4PLs, 5PLs and e -intermediaries.   By using one by one, the 

commissions will be higher make the final product to be expensive. However by taking  

the intermediary like 3PLs or DSV, the risk, and stress will be shared, and the logistic 

company will be handling almost everything, transportation, warehousing , 

management, etc. The methods which can help and save the interested of the last use 

is  to use the intermediary  with broad spectrum of actives 3PLs  and freight forwarders. 

The last consumer will get the cheaper price associated with the quality services.  

 

Table 3.6 - Quality service on affordable price provided by Logistic 

intermediaries 

 Action Intermediary one Carrier Last consumer 

Initially 

priceY1 

Freight broke 

Y1+25% 

-Freight broker 

(CH Robinson). 

Y1-50% 

Y1-50% Y1-50% 

Initially 

priceY1 

Y1+12.5% Warehousing 

Y1+12.5% 

Carrier 

Y1+12.5% 

Y1+12.5% + 

Initially 

priceY1 

Y+50% -Freight 

forwarders, 

(DSV) 

- 3PLs-5PLS. 

Y1-75% 

 

Y1-75% Y1-75% 
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Moreover, using more than one logistic intermediaries, result in super raising 

price of the product. Like it is shown in the table 3.4. et say that the shipper will use 

himself the intermediary to store the load and use the carriers to carry the loads.  

For the price the first intermediary will request will be added on some percentages 

by adding commission let say 12.5% and by also taking carriers, carries will be adding 

some extra amount for their  commission, if the product will have to pass to the retailers 

, retailers also will add also some percentage  for  their profit , then at the end of the 

day,  the client will add the super expensive price. Logistic intermediaries, contains: 

carriers, freight brokers, freight forwarders,3PLs,4PLs, 5PLs and e -intermediaries.   

By using one by one, the commissions will be higher make the final product to be 

expensive. However by taking the intermediary like 3PLs or DSV, the risk, and stress 

and risks will be shared. The 3PLs logistic company will be handling almost 

everything, transportation, warehousing , management, etc. this is explained with the 

above example in 3.4 table data.by taking the example of DSV,DSV can be  classified 

as freight forwarders, as well as 3PLs,it provides and manages supply chain solutions 

for thousands of companies every day.it provide transportation, road transportation, sea 

and air transportation, and other logistic activities. The mechanism of actions of logistic 

intermediaries, the apply the method of reselling.  By taking example of  table 3.4 the 

by the product at the shipper with addition of the profit and resell them on lower price 

so that they can accumulate the profit and the product reach  the client with lower price.  

Intermediaries in supply chain system is an excellent innovative methods 

introduced so far, even thought it is associated with some disadvantages, they can be 

manageable depend on the target. My recommendation goes to the further researchers, 

intermediaries and cost effectiveness subject needed to be developed more. The 

challenge. During elaboration of this study, the second data have been used at high 

level, and this is associated with the impact of COVID -19. For further researches I 

pledge to use primary data. Practically, shippers/ suppliers , I would advise them to use  

broad  spectrum intermediaries such as DSV to be sure.  

The advantages of broad spectrum intermediaries such FF or 3PLs or generally 

the logistic intermediaries: 
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- complexity of supply chain is reduced through influence of the FFs  and the 

companies can focus on core task and eliminate non-value adding activities. 

- take care about the whole processes in the SC, including the selection of the 

mode of transportation, requirements of documentation, the route and the payment 

terms 

- Ability to provide the capacity quickly needed. 

-broad spectrum intermediaries get involved in the process through contractual 

agreements 

- the broad-spectrum intermediaries. 

- help with warehouse management, pick and packing,  

-shipping the goods and handling returns,  

-inventory reporting, forecasting. 

-Risks sharing  

Decision-making ,most of decision making  can be taken by themselves or over 

basic processes like specific times of shipment, vehicles used, or the routes chosen. 

Information sharing is for all intermediaries on a necessity level. Most firms only share 

necessary and no sensitive information. One respondent shares information with FFs 

through an IT tool that facilitates the sharing process. but only two invest into trust 

building or have the aim of establishing a partnership with FFs, with which mutual 

profitability can be reached. For that I would add the other classification of 

intermediaries, as further classification of intermediaries n existed one. After 

identifying the factors, a topic guide is established that is suitable for conducting 

research reviews, since the data are second data.  This topic guide assists the researcher 

to guide the revies and to find out necessary information that contributes to the model. 

reviews should be conducted with a wide range of participants in order to get diverse 

views and opinions about the specific topic. Each it should provide answers to the same 

topic guide in order to make comparisons possible. 

DSV provide logistic services  needed with the entire supply chain, for the 

transportation use subcontractors and manage to cover up 573 385 tons,349 210 tons 

by air, by sea and gain the income from 16719DDK,25948 DDK,70606 DDK road, 
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sea, air and logistic solutions respectively. The investment goes with currently 

automated   warehousing , this one  has provide the result of 46 431DDK in2021 and 

working capital a  in sea &air department reaches to 5582DDK,9407 DDK of Road 

department,1145 from logistic solutions, by analysis the market and functions of 

intermediaries , I would recommend DSV to invest also in transportation and possess 

their own tracks this will save the capital to invest in transportation and the revenue 

will increased and the last consumer will be receiving the product on fair price than to 

day. 

 

Table 3.7 - Comparison of investment and the feedback of DSV 

 Sea and air Road Solutions 

Investment 46,431DDK 9,407DDK 11,969DDK 

Res 5582+9407DDK 16,719DDK 46431DDK 

 

The Road division of DSV is among the market leaders in Europe and furthermore 

has operations in North America and South Africa. The division offers full load, part 

load and groupage services through a network of more than 200 terminals and operates 

approximately 20,000 trucks. For H1 2021, the Road division achieved 69.7% growth 

in EBIT before special items. The strong growth in earnings was driven by higher 

activity with 15.9% growth in gross profit and an improved conversion ratio, while The 

Air & Sea division operates a global network specialising in transportation of cargo by 

air and sea. The division offers both conventional freight forwarding services and 

tailored project cargo solutions. The division achieved 21.3% growth in gross profit 

and 69.0% growth in EBIT before special items for H1 2021. The strong growth in 

earnings was driven by growth in transported volumes and high gross profit per unit 

and was further supported by the full-year effect of Panalpina synergies and cost 

savings and lastly The Solutions division offers warehousing and logistics services 

globally and controls more than 400 logistics facilities. The service portfolio includes 

freight management, customs clearance, order management and e-commerce solutions. 
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For H1 2021, the Solutions division achieved 9.9% growth in gross profit which was 

translated to 37.0% growth in EBIT before special items. 

Generally, the group achieved a gross profit of DKK 16,118 million for the first 

six months of 2021, a growth of 18.0% compared to the same period last year. The 

growth was driven by higher activity and extraordinary market conditions following 

COVID-19.EBIT before special items for H1 2021 came to DKK 6,638 million, up by 

64.7%. The growth was attributable to the growth in gross profit and a higher 

productivity, reflected in a record-high conversion ratio of 41.2% for the Group.For 

the rolling 12-month period ended 30 June 2021, the Group achieved 78.4% growth in 

diluted and adjusted earnings per share. The more  the investment s get in the more the 

company should expect the new result and the growth. By increasing the growth of the 

company, also the more cover different activity the capacity increase, the trust increase 

from the client as well as the employees, and the points of the owe also increase.   

In second part when the shipper decide to use himself intermediary based needs, 

the price of last consumer will be higher. And by following the last part when the 

shipper will use the intermediary with broad spectrum of activities as DSV freight 

forwarders or 3PLs , the client will receive the product on small price .I addition, the 

shippers will transfer almost everything  to the 3rdparties so that they can mage to his 

behalf, the stress will less as 3rd part will be controlling on his behalf , and he will get 

his profit. Based on the calculation made above they are two  ways that the Price of the 

last consumer can be increased in: when the shippers used one that one intermediaries 

and when using only channel intermediaries  however there ways too that  reduce ethe 

price for  the last consumer, that is due to usage of the intermediaries with broad 

spectrum of activities. Withing the market competitions, to win over the market  also 

requires to invest, by analysis of this thesis , the investment goes with the increase of 

income, any investment  to reduce the cost of activity such transportation, warehousing,  

logistic solutions, employees related also result in increment in income and it will help 

to cover up the wide range of activities. 
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3.4. Chapter summary 

 

 

The data used to make u the application are second data types , and  the author 

used  the analysis of the events during the two previous chapters to design   a scheme 

way the  logistic and channel intermediaries can be used in.  

After analysis the application of the mechanism of intermediaries, the 

intermediaries can be used based on three important facts:  

1. Intermediary mechanism of action. the mechanism of action  is determined   by 

the number of the services can be provided  by  an intermediary. For instance:  

Narrow spectrum intermediaries: offer one and only one service with the whole 

channel, I can say carries: they have their own trucks only thing they do is to realize 

the transportation. I can say channel intermediaries, each in channel distribution chain, 

offer only one function such as  distribution only, storage only and availability of 

product y retailing them.  From that   Medium intermediaries:  they do have more than 

one functions C.H Robison as freight broker , they apply themselves with the carries , 

transportations also they deal with the orders, and documents management, they are 

also the 3rd class which is on Broad spectrum activities, for instant 3PLs or Freight 

forwards as DSV. they offer Industry solution, Air freight, Sea freight and Road freight, 

Transportation, Logistic solution as well as  the warehousing.  

2. The intermediary transaction cost. Transaction fees is the only judge to transfer 

any activity to the 3rd parties,  whenever the transaction fees is higher than profit , the 

outsourcing will be done inhouse or in other way if   the transaction fees is  lower that 

the profit, the intermediaries  will be adding the values on supply chain. Therefore, the 

study recommends that it would be appropriate for management to consider cost as 

criteria of outsourcing 3PL providers for improving performance Also, the study 

recommends that companies should only perform in-house logistics activities where 

the cost is lower than outsourcing from 3PL providers because cost directly affects the 

overall performance of the company. 

3. Experience and reputations. The more experience intermediary, the more the 

company is financially stable 

4. Investment activities  
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMANDATION 

 

 

Logistic and supply chain management is the process started by assembling raw 

materials to the final product other word called production, and it ends with the  las 

consumer ,  moreover it also  concerned with the returns. The whole process is made 

by:  

-production 

-distribution 

- transportation  

- documents managements 

- Storage and warehousing  

-Procurement and Purchasing 

The supply chains system has been introduced in Trade  because it was  very hard 

to the client to get the products, not only that the  producers also couldn’t get the  client 

easily, then supply cain management system brought different facilities, price reduction   

the pillars of whole process are: suppliers, producers, distributors, wholesalers and 

retailers. The flow of product is from, raw materials from the suppliers, the final 

products from the produces, transported on behalf of the producer and get to the 

distributors, the distributors to the wholesalers and from the wholesalers to the retailers 

and from the retailers to the last consumers. By considering the pillars we dive in 

Channel type of intermediaries through the  supplier and the consumers . Even though 

channel intermediaries facilitate somehow the supplier of the product to reach the last 

customer, however the complexity of the channel did not go anywhere, due to 

innovation, development and other factors logistic intermediaries also get introduced 

into the system. Logistic intermediaries Logistics intermediaries are parties who on 

behalf of the companies arrange transportation, warehousing, shipping, distribution of 

goods and services from the producers to the final consumers. Logistics service 

providers (LSPs) add value to company's products and are get used almost at the rate 

of 83% around the world. They Work as a supporter to the channel intermediaries and 
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boost the their involvement of the whole process. Logistic intermediary contained 

carriers’ people with their own trucks, vessels or airplanes, freight forwarders ,3PLs 

,4PLs and 5PLs.Freight forwarders are a persons or companies that organizes 

shipments for individuals or corporations to get goods from the manufacturer or 

producer to a market, customer or final point of distribution, whereas refers to the 

outsourcing of ecommerce logistics processes to a third-party business, including 

inventory management, warehousing, and fulfilment. 3PL providers allow ecommerce 

merchants to accomplish more, with the tools and infrastructure to automate retail order 

fulfilment.4th and 5th PLs are more technologic and innovative e form of 3PLs  and  

they are not common used like the 3PLs,for instance DSV as freight forwarders or as 

3pls provider and C.H Robinson as freight broker , the intermediaries offer the benefits  

such as Accurate Information, Cost Advantages, Shared Risks, Improved Profitability, 

regardless  the benefit of them, the intermediaries also are associate the risk such as 

dependence, loss of control,  an the most important at are associated with escalation of 

the price.  escalate of the price is cause of the commission. Any type of intermediary 

in the chain to be used is associated with the commissions fees , however With only 

channel intermediaries the product  tend to be higher. The top objective of supply chain 

management is rely on the aim of satisfaction of the last consumer, with quality service 

and product on low possible price for that the transaction cost guid everything . since 

the third parties / intermediaries offers good option to boost supply chain, different 

companies/ shippers tend to outsourced activities, however always transaction fees 

come first. After analysing the mechanism of action of intermediaries, as result, In 

using intermediaries, I would recommend: 

- Classification of intermediaries based on their mechanism of actions: the 

intermediary with narrow spectrum, medium and large spectrum of activities. 

- Balancing the transition fees  

- The logistic intermediary with large spectrum of activities tends to offer large 

spectrum of activities and for the price and risk management is a safe option. 

- Depend on how the intermediaries are arranged, they can be the best way to take 

the product to the large group of population and this one is associated with more profit 
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to the shippers. Or they can be good way to reduce the price.it is associated with 

investment as well as a kind of stress of management of all of them. the other side, one 

intermediary with large spectrum of activities, can be   the all in one to the 

shipper/producer, otherwise will be the losses.  

This study has the goal of contributing, not only on a theoretical, but also on a 

practical level. In the theoretical sense, this study contributes to the literature of 

logistics strategies. Not only were intermediaries classified with new factors, namely 

power and involvement, also a classification technique is developed in order to make 

the steps of developing a classification and a model visible. Such a technique is not 

existing in literature since only the final result is shown. This strategy of measuring 

different factors while using the categorization technique can be applied to other 

different factors and can build the starting point of a new study. Therefore, this study 

contributes to literature by visualizing the black box – the development of 

categorizations – so it can be used for further studies. Furthermore, does this study 

contribute to the logistics strategy literature since it validates the current SC structure 

of horizontal integration. As indicated earlier, in some literature it is assumed that 

intermediaries are not needed anymore within SCs and firms can carry out tasks by 

themselves. Even though companies might have the ability to perform tasks in-house, 

this study proves that intermediaries are still used widely and are even involved within 

SCs on a medium to high level. 

Implications on a practical and managerial level apply on different instances. 

First, companies that look for intermediaries that fit the company’s views with regards 

to power and involvement can take the created model and choose a best-fit 

intermediary. This applies to different industries and firms since this study was not 

limited to only a certain industry and it also included firms of all sizes. 

Second, logistic or SC firms and other intermediaries can see with the help of the 

model what their general level of power and involvement is. This can be helpful in case 

the intermediary wants to either increase or decrease the level. This can be done when 

taking a look at the categories of power and involvement in order to identify 

improvement potentials for change, e.g. increasing decision-making power. 
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A third implication is that a firm can use the developed categorization technique 

and apply it to other applicable factors. Different kinds of factors can be identified and 

measured the same way following the steps of the categorization technique. Hence, the 

technique is not only applicable to the factors involvement and power, but also to other 

factors. In addition, the technique is also not limited to examining only two factors, 

more factors can be included in a research. 

Concluding, the authors believe, that the result of this thesis is a valuable 

contribution that can be used by a variety of different organizations and institutions, 

for theoretical and practical reasons. Further theoretical use is displayed in the 

following chapter. 

Further Research, suggestions for further research are partly according to the 

aforementioned limitations of this study. Since not all types of intermediaries have 

been studied, potential for further research emerges. Either a study containing all 

intermediaries or a study with the missing  intermediary types is possible. Such a 

research also contributes to validating this study conducted. 

In addition, with the developed categorization technique, other factors regarding 

intermediaries can be examined. The categorization technique can be used for different 

factors that are to be examined. This is also not limited to 2 factors only, the 

categorization technique can be extended with more factors. Moreover, all factors 

identified can consist of more than 5 categories, which build the base for the analysis. 

Apart from that, not only interviews can be used for data collection. 

Questionnaires, observations or focus groups can build the basis information when 

pursuing further research for this categorization technique. 

In addition, this outcome is not in line with some literature, where it is stated that 

e.g. 3PLs can have higher power within SCs. A further research suggestion might be 

to find out why e.g. a 3PL does not have as much power as literature indicated. 
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